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ABSTRÀCT

The primary objectives of the study v¡ere to evaluate the

methodology in its information accuracy and consistency,

timeliness, and cost-effectiveness. The information needed

was on land use and land cover for eventual use in regional

and national resource planning and management in Kenya. The

research included literature search, aerial photo sampling

of Meru district in central Kenya, and ground and photo in-
terpretation. Guideline procedures for before and during

photo interpretation were developed so as to increase inter-
pretation accuracy, âs well as reduce to a minimum personal

biases in photo interpretation.

The resuLts indicated that interpretation consistency,

and accuracy v¡ere high for the extensive classes. Classes

most confused with each other were detected by the use of

confusion matrices and thus future improvement on classifi-
cation accuracy was deemed feasible through the recommenda-

tions given. It v¡as also concluded that the method (1) pro-

vides fairly accurate and precise statistics and maps for
regional and national planning and that it is possible to

improve them further:- (2) it can provide the information

quickly, to within a month for areas of less than 10r000km2;

and (3) it is cost-effective for the Kenyan conditions.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

1 .1 GENERAL BÀCKGROUND

In recent years national development planning agencies

have began to focus on plans that lead to provision of basic

human needs rather than for more economic arowth (de Man and

Schaap 1979) . Basic human needs include food, vrater,

health, clothing, shelter, freedom, employment and the re-
quired political structure and infrastructures of the nation

so that individuals can realize those needs. PoIitical
freedom and structure are assumed as being present in demo-

cratic states.

The distribution of the basic natural resources that pro-

vide the basic human needs are uneven, their availability
often scarce, and the efficiencies of exploitation always

changing. Development plans are therefore for Lhe redistri-
bution of the resources and efficient exploitation. Normal-

Iy, a region exports a commodity which is in excess to re-
ceive another basic need which is in short supply.

For planners, demographic and natural resources data are

essential- to make sure that basic human needs like food are

sufficiently provided and that the environment is in optimal

-1
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balance with the human population. Synthesized data are

what points to the planner what should be done (Campbell

1983). The improvement and adoption of a simple and prac-

tical aerial survey method for gathering natural (especial-

Iy land use) resources information for Kenyan planners is
the subject of this practicum.

equator between 40 40'S and 50Kenya lies astride the

02'N and 330 55'E and 41o

647500 km2, Figure 1. It
trasts in climate, vegeta

terns - mainly due to the

mations, cultures, and

inland Lake Victoria.

55'E and has an area of about

is a country of wide regionaL con-

tion, topography, and land use pat-

effect of altitude, geologic for-
influence of the Indian Ocean and

Three very broad physical regions

readily identifiable are: the humid, hot and wet narrow

coastaf lowlands; the semi-arid to arid region which is dry,

hot, with erratic rainf all of below 600 mm and r+hich com-

prise about 75e" of Kenya's area; and f inally the highlands

which are cool, wet and mostly above 1500 m elevation. To-

gether with a narrow coastal strip, the highlands form the

high potential areas and are the bread basket for the whole

country; comprising approximately 20e" of Kenya's land area

but contain over 80eo of the population, Figure 1. Popu1a-

tion density as high as 500 per kmz occur in some areas of

the highlands. Thus the importance of the highland to Kenya

cannot be over-emphasized. Land and what it provides is the

most important resource in Kenya. Similar variations are

evident within severaf administrative districts.
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Demographic information from the 1979 national census

indicated Kenya had a population of 15.2 million (t<enya

1980) and in mid-1984 was estimated to be 19.8 million (Col-

iber 1985). The country's population growth is one of the

highest in the world at approximately 4eo per annum. This

population growth rate has put pressure on the land and led

to very rapid changes in land use patterns in Kenya. Às a

result, a large number of excess population are moving into

drier rangeland areas and introducing nelr land uses in those

regions (Bernard 1985). Changing habits, tastes, and prod-

uct prices in many of Kenya's regions and communities are

also rapidly altering regional land use activities. Produc-

tivity of any area however, depends on the physical envi-
ronment, stress on the land, and husbandry.

Beginning in the 19æ/gq fiscal year the development

planning process vras decentralized (ttenya 1 983 ) . A District
Development Committee (ooC) became responsible for planning,

implementation and execution of each district's development

programmes except for certain specified national and trans-
district programmes which remain in the jurisdiction of the

central government. The policy directive from the central
government vras that the districts should use local resources

optimally and minimize external sources of support.

Accurate environmental and resources information for de-

velopment planning therefore became a goal and a priority
for each district.



1.2 GENERAL PROBLEMS

As pointed out, a planner requires reliable information
(maps and statistics) on land resources to formulate devet-

opment plans. A surveys scientist, who supplies the informa-

tion, has to make a choice from six main categories of meth-

ods which to use in surveying the study area to provide the

regui red informat ion:

1. historical information from Iiterature, records and

maps;

ground surveys on foot using basic topographic or

planimetric maps to record land use on every parcel

of the land area being surveyed;

questionnaire sampling as variously practiced by dif-
ferent countries and organizations for example the

Canadian National- Farm Survey (Horn et aI 1984) , the

Kenya small farm survey (nenya 1977), and Nigeria's
cl-uster agronomic and agroeconomic surveys (Nigeria

1984);

low altitude aerial survey methods from approximately

90m to 3000m above ground 1evel using various sensors

for example¡ visual methods, or cameras employing

black and white or color films;
high altitude photography from 3000m to 15000m above

ground level ¡ ot

6. very high altitude satellite remote sensing using di-
gital multispectral scanner (¡¿SS), thematic mapper

(tU), or SPOT imagery.

2.

a

A.

L
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of the above methods or a combination of any of them

used to generate the information needed by the plan-

The melhod(s) chosen, however, depend on and revolve

six main criteria or determining factors; all intri-
i nterconnec ted:

Costs. The affl-uence of a planning authority may

determine several things on data gathering. À very

poor authority may do planning with little or no in-
formation, while an affluent one will use the most

accurate methods to acquire the information on a con-

tinuous basis.

Technoloqv Àvailable. The technology here concerns

sensors, pJ-atforms, analytical tooIs, maps and map-

ping technology. The most primitive sensor available
is the naked €y€, and progressively advance in so-

phistication through the camera and film types to the

spaceborne electron ic mult i spectral scanners (t'lSS ) ,

thematic mapper (tU) and SPOT. PIatf orms al-so range

from the primitive foot and vehicles on ground

through baIloons, aircraft and satellites in space.

The analytical tools available are an important com-

ponent. These include manual, stereoscopes, computer

hardware and software including the recent Geographic

Information Systems (CrS) . Base maps at appropriate

scales for surveys, field checks and plotting the in-
formation are essential for resource surveys.

¿.
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Nature of Studv Àrea. What is the terrain like? Are

communications adequate for ground work? what is the

intensity of land utilízation? few large farms with

one type of crop or numerous very smafl farms with

many types of land uses? ln that case which sensors

and platforms are most appropriate?

Time Àvailable. Time available is a function of the

objectives of the survey. Many ad hoc reconnaiscence

surveys, for development of specific areas for spe-

cific aoa1s, generally are urgently required and take

shorter periods depending on area and detail re-
quired. Inventorying and monitoring projects on the

other hand require more time for planning and experi-
mentation before committing implementation. Normally

over tvro years, depending on area and detail, are re-

quired.

Purpose (or Needs) of Studv. What is the information

needed f.or? For an irrigation development plan? ror

a wildlife reserve creation? or is it for regional

and national development plans? tn that case what

level of accuracy is needed? Wou1d there be a need

to count every tree in the forest and indicate its
geographical position?

Manpower. Is trained or trainable manpovrer for pho-

tographic interpretation, cartography, and computer

analysis available? This normally is associated with

costs because hiring expertise is possible from any

part of the world.

A"

5.

6.
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In many instances cost overrides all other factors. The

other five criteria take the scientist closer to the meth-

od(s) he should use in his particular situation. The first
basic problem therefore is choosing the right method for a

survey for a particular need and situation.

Kenya's ministry of national planning and development has

chosen to try a low altitude systematic photographic sam-

pling method to acquire information on crop types, cover,

distribution, and trends for land use and land cover map-

ping as well as f.or regional and national development plan-

ning. The greatest influences which led to the adoption of

the sample photography method were mainly the nature of the

study area which is very varied in terms of land use and

land cover types; terrain and communications; the ministry
already had appropriate facilities especially aircraft plat-
forms for the photography as well as computer and carto-
graphic facilities; the method was not manpovrer intensive

and therefore did not reguire additional recruitment; and

finally the objectives of the methodology fitted well in the

long term national aspirations of development planning.

Figure 2 is a simple model on how the method fits in the

overaLl development programme. Each photo sample point is
interpreted to give data on land use types. Analysis of the

data provides (1) ä map on the distribution and intensity of

each land use and land cover type as weII as (2) overal-l

statistics on the percent cover or hectarage of each land
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use and land cover type. These two information types to-
gether with extra information from other sources can ulti-
mately be used to assess and estimate expected crop produc-

tion.

The planner then uses this basic information to propose

development plans to increase or Iower production 1 through

the application of various stimuli for example, infrastruc-
tural developments; encouraging increased crop cultivation
in certain areasi educational extension programmes on proper

husbandry directed to certain areas or social groups; and

commodity pricing policy changes.

The planner (or any other user of the data), however,

might question whether that datar on which plans are based,

are accurate and precise. In science one demonstrates the

reliability of results through detailed descriptiori and log-

ics of the methodology and statistics of confidence. Ànd

here lies the second problem for the scientist the re-
duction or removal of technical flaws associated with the

chosen methodology. Four main stages identified as proble-

matic in the method outlined above are as follows:

1 Farmers are discouraied from
nal areas. Farmers in the
grov¡ the correct variety of
the same time Lhe government
of maize. This is an example
ing the area under a type of

growing coffee in the margl-
same areas are encouraged to
maize for the area while at
has been increasing the price
of lowering and and increas-

land use so desired.
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The sampling methodology and intensity
chosen often need justification. Sampling can be ran-

dom, systematic or any combination of these, ât a

sampling fraction of from near zeto to 100e". In the

present methodology what needs to be described and

justified is:
(i) vrhy photo samples v¡ere systematic;
(ii) why dot samples on photos were systematic;
(iii) the optimum dot density; and

(iv) the optimum sample fraction.
2. Photo interpretation accuracv and consistencv. This

is normally answered through field checks. For exam-

ple, it is possible that only 38 out of 50 fields
vlere correctly identified in a photo analysis per-

formed for a project. Fie1d checks also identify the

cLasses most confused with each other as well as the

best interpreters. There are three main causes of

photo mi s i nterpretat i on :

(i) Photo Resolution. This depends mainly on camera

lens selection, flight elevation, film type, and sun

angle;

( i i ) Interpreter. Training of the interpreter and

familiarity with the study area are very important to
avoid misinterpretation; and
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( iii ) Classification and Definitions. Description of

land use classes in a hierarchical level has been

found useful (Anderson et aI 1976). Ðescription of

the classification to the lowest and specific details
help clarify certain uses which can cause confusion.

For example, is a field harvested of corn yesterday,

a corn field or fallow land? What land is fallow

one which has been lying unused for one year, two

years, or four years? What is the difference between

a bush and a woodlot? These must be clarified if in-
terpretation has to be very accurate.

FieId Verification Samplinq. How many samples wilI
give a reliable assessment of the interpretation ac-

curacy? And,.how many dots per land use and land cov-

er class is also optimum?

Zoninq Boundaries. How accurate are the boundaries

in describing the land use zones so detineated? Which

method was used to draw the boundaries? the naked

eye? or some type of trend surface analysis?

1.3 SPECTFIC PROBLEM STATEMENT

1 .3.1 Needs

A land use and land cover map of Kenya which gives a

general regional crop mix and vegetation cover types has

been documented using landsat imagery, local reference

knowledge and field checks (Agatsiva and Mwendwa 1982).

a

A,
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Specifically however, among other things every DDC would ask

these specific questions about food supply:

r What food crops are in
r How much of each crop i
r Where in particular in

r What are the trends in
tively and spatially?

the district?
s (or can be) produced?

the district is each produced?

the crop's production, quantita-

1 .3.2 Hectarase Estimation

Accurate information on the above questions would give

the planner insight about the state of food supply and areal

distribution within the district. A series of comparable

surveys over a long period would show the areal spread and

trends of a crop.

Land productivity, however depends on several factors in-
cluding soils, climate, seed variety and husbandry. The

productivity information should soon be available for the

whole country through the Ministry of Àgriculture which has

reached advanced stages in an attempt to document crop pro-

ductivities and requirements as well as revising agroclimat-

ic regions for the whole country (Jaetzold and Schmidt

1982). Concurrently there are research efforts by KREMU in

establishing procedures of estimating crop vigor and there-

fore estimated crop yields using airborne digital photome-

ters. To accurately estimate district yieId, crop hectarage



v¡ithin each physiographic

fore be mapped precisely.
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or agroclimatic region must there-

1 .3.3 Real Time

The information must be acquired in time for either the

one-year or five-year regular national development plans,

whichever is the target. Capability in acquiring the infor-
mation within one month, however, is also an important re-
guirement, particularly during disaster times. For example,

the rains either wholly or partially failed in a large sec-

tion of the Kenya highlands when normally expected between

March and June 1984. As a result the government then wanted

two sets of information: expected yields of the staple

crops at the end of the growing season and estimates of na-

tional stores. A plan for new food strategies could then

be initiated if necessary. This information vras needed

wi thin a space of tr+o months. The solut ion to thi s problem

required an accurate sampling method using an existing ac-

curate map of the major growing areas of the crops in ques-

tion. With this information in hand, planners could then

have moved straight to the relevant areas to assess the

situation.
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1 .3.4 Cost s

The information gathering must also be cost-effective.
The nation is developing and the diversion of a large sum of

money to gather data normally is not well accepted by many

administrators and politicians. It has been demonstrated

however, that a good daLa base leads to good planning and

planning v¡ithout data is a risky venture. The first land use

survey of Britain, for example, in the 1930s revealed a lot
of land misuse and led to a 1947 Town and Country Planning

legislation. The second land use survey of Britain in the

1 960s indicated areas of rural-urban encroachment zones and

should be a guide for planners new strategies (Coleman

1976). Vente (1970 ) gives some general historical examples

in East Africa which emphasize the necessity of adequate

data and planning for development projects.

Àpart from information on food crops, planners have simi-
lar requirements for other land use and land cover types.

For example: distribution and production of commercial

crops; grazing lands and Iivestock in the intensive agricul-
tural areas; rangelands and vrildlife; and forestry and for-
est lands. The district development authorities will also

ask about implications of how changes in any of these land

uses and land cover types affect others. This is the type

of information needed which will lead to planning and devel-

opment of infrastructures and services for the distribution
of the basic needs.
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Priority of the surveys have initially been given to the

districts within the agriculturally high potential regions

where there is acute demand and pressure on land resources

(rigure 1 ). The surveys wiIl most probably gradually move

outwards to the marginal districts.

From the above discussion it is obvious that there are a

multitude of problems pertaining to the choice of an appro-

priate methodology. This practicum was delimited to three

onIy. The problems, therefore, vrere whether the chosen meth-

odology delivers precise and accurate information, and

whether the delivery is relatively timely and inexpensive.

1.4 OBJECT]VES

The main aim of this project was to evaluate Lhe low al-
titude aerial sample photography as a rural land use and

Iand cover inventorying method which could equally be useful

in monitoring land use and land cover trends. The goal was

therefore to demonstrate whether the method does or does not

yield sufficiently reliable and detailed distribution pat-

terns of land use and land cover types for regional and na-

tional development planning.

Specif ically, therefore,

and assess the method in:

the objectives were to evaluate

I

I

giving accurate

giving accurate

crop hectarage estimates;

crop cover zones;
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giving timely results;
its cost-ef fectiveness i

its capability in being used to map all types of land
use and cover across the country;

its capability in giving comparable and specific geo-
information so that results from all districts could
eventually be juxtapositioned or aggregated to give a
countrywide picture of the resources; and finally
being bias free. The method was designed to remove
subjectivity entering into the data collection. The
method was also designed to overcome the disruption of
manpower turnovers in institutions; if an individual
should leave, another would smoothly continue with the
project and results should not be affected by the
change in personnel. Àn attempt was therefore made to
detail the methodology in a manual of standard proce-
dures.

By analysis and intuitive deduction, the mapping could

indicate areas of land use conflicts, lands with potential

soil erosion, and suitable areas which need further develop-

ment for optimal productivity.

1 .5 IMPORTÀNCE OF THE STUDY

This project had implications of interest to several

agencies in the Government of Kenya and in particular Kenya

Rangeland Ecological Monitoring Unit (KneMU). Approximately

eight years ago KREMU was formed to make an inventory and

monitor major resources in the rangelands. From 1982 the

mandate was widened to include the agriculturally high po-

tential highlands and lowlands which vrere previously outside

its mandate. The llinistry of National Planning and Develop-

ment to which KREMU belongs oversees the DDCs. KREMUT âs a
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central agency, is therefore charged with the responsibility
of providing the right information to the DDC's through the

development of scientifically acceptable methods. Develop-

ment of methodologies was emphasized as one of the main re-

sponsibilities of KREMU in the 1983-1988 national develop-

ment plan (xenya 1 983 ) .

information generated by

the DDC's.

The target primary users of the

the present method are therefore

useful for schol-

academic environ-

When examined on a countrywide basis and compared between

districts the information so gathered becomes of vital im-

pcrtance to national planning and policy directions through

the ministries of:
r National Planning and Development;

r Energy and Regional Development;

r Àgriculture and Livestock Development;

r Natural Resources (oepartment of Forestry);
r Tourism and Wildlife Conservation and Management;
and

r Presidents Office (Commission on Soil Conservation).

In addition, the information should

arly geographical information analyses

ments.

be

in
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1.6 STUDY AREA

The study area was Meru District. It lies between 0o 40'N

and 0o 28'S and 37o 05'E and 380 28'8, Figure 1. Meru was

chosen as a prototype because of existing wide variations in

physiographic regions and land uses. Physiographic regions

range from lowland dry scrublands to high mountain forests,
moorlands and ice-capped Mt. Kenya. Land uses vary from

wildlife parks and pastoralism to intensive agriculture and

extensive forestry. Geographical analysts have also recog-

nized that there are extensive land use changes taking
place in the district with people migrating to marginal are-

as and attempting cultivation (Bernard 1972,1979,1985; Wis-

ner 1977; Campbell 1981). Plates 1-12 are a sample of the

many landscapes found in the district.

1.7 SUMMÀRV

This chapter outlined the need for land use surveys in

respect to resource development planning in Kenya. The cri-
teria used in choosing any one or a combination of methodo-

logicaJ. approaches to surveying were also discussed. À focus

on several problematic areas in the photographic sampling

methodology was given in which special attention is needed

so as to get reliabÌe results.

The next chapter outlines the historical development of

land use and land cover surveys in a world-wide perspective

to show state of the art in this field at a glance; identify
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reasons for lack of uniformity in survey approaches and also

identify gaps in the area of aerial survey methods. This

will then be followed by detailed description of the method

applied in this study, after which the results, discussions,

conclusions and recommendations will be presented.



PLATES T_I2

1' Aeriar view of the high ootential- agricultural- areas with plotsunder different crops tea and cofiee incruded.

' 3. Farm with bananas , coffee, tea and a homestead.
' 4. Natural forest in the high potential_ areas.

5 ' Edge of forest with agricultural- land tea and bananas in theforeground.

6 ' Aerial view of the transiton area as one moves from the highcoffee zone towards the rangelands. The plate has fww coffee, plots the rest is mostlv maize.

7. oblique of same region as (6) above - farms are mostly under maize.
B' AeriaI photo of the rangelands invaded bv ne\á/ cultivation.
9. Aerial choto of even drier areas than (B) above also newl_yinvaded bv recent cultivation.

r0. Bulrush milret and sorghum farming in the rangerands.

' Il-. Lrvestock raising is a common activitv in the rangelands.
-' 12. Wildlife (Zebra in the foreground) in Meru National- park a, rangeland area.









Chapter I I

REVIEW OF RELATED LTTERATURE

The subject of land use and land cover invariably implies

maps and statistics. Its development is therefore closely
associated with the historical developments of planimetric

and cadesteral mapping technologies as concerns property and

territorial ownership. This chapLer wilI initially survey

the development of land use and land cover mapping in the

context of the history of mapping and then trace the reasons

for variations in study approaches to the subject. This will
hopefully demonstrate the youthfulness of this science and

that still there is no one commonly accepted approach to the

surveys.

The latter part of the chapter will focus on the sample

photography approach to identify advantages and gaps in it.

WatIis (1981) has traced the origin of land use mapping

to the earliest cadesteral plans of ancient Babylon and

Egypt in the 2nd and 3rd mil-Ienia BC; rudimentary topograph-

ical maps of England in the 15th.and 16th centuries; proper-

ty surveys in England and France in the 16th and 17th centu-

ries; cadesteral and topographic mapping of England in the

19th century; and the city plans and insurance maps of the

19th century in Europe and Northern Àmerica. These maps de-

21
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picted various aspects of land use on them not as a primary

aspect of the map but to help describe the bounds of the

land mass and main feature of concern. These led Lo the

production of the first true land utilization map ever tor

the city of London and surrounding areas in 1800 by Milne.

Mi lne lras 1 30 years ahead of hi s t ime in cartographic tech-

niques for land use mapping. The map drawn with boundaries,

had 17 different types of land use distinguished by keys and

hand colouring applied to each polygon the desired fea-

tures in modern land use mapping. Not until the 1930s was a

simil-ar land use mapping of Britain done at a large scale

(stamp 1962).

The 'Domesday' survey, however, of 1085 1086 AD for the

whole of England, ordered by King WiIliam the Conqueror,

could be about 900 years ahead of its time. It accomplished

what to this day has not been possible in terms of speed;

combination of both land use and demographic data in a sin-
g1e survey; land use change records; and aspects of detail
and accuracy of the data collected. The purpose of the sur-

vey was most probably for expanding scope and efficiency of

the government administration as well as compilation of data

to be used as a means of assessing resources subject to tax-

ation. Thus the phrase "domesday". The survey covered

13,000 villages throughout the country within a period of

two years. Campbell (1983) writes:
The inquest recorded the names of manorsf numbers
of freemen, villeins, cotters, and slaves, resem-
bling a modern demographic census. AIso recorded
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were acreages of plowland, meadows, pastures, and
the number of and sizes of fishponds. In this
sense, the Domesday Book resembles a modern land
use survey. - The royal inquest also recorded own-
ership of land at three separate dates: (a) during
the reign of Edward the Confessor Ibefore January
10661 (U) at the time of the conquest [october
10551, and (c) in 1086, ât the time of the survey.

No maps were made then, but have been constructed in retro-
spect using the great details in the Domesday Book.

Not until 1931 - 1938 was another national land utilíza-
tion survey conducted for Great Britain (Stamp 1962), aI-
though not for taxation. Stamp op. cit. and Campbell

(1983), discuss the history of land utilization in Britain
prior to 1 930 and the factors which led to the initiation of

the first land utilization survey of gritain in the 1930s.

This \{as mainly due to concerns expressed by contemporary

British geographers to an obvious misuse and lack of plan-

ning in the lands of Britain.

Campbell (1983) and Rhind and Hudson (1980), on the other

hand, have traced the evolution and spread of modern land

use and land cover mapping mainly since the 1930s,an attri-
bution to L.D. Stamp. The surveys, since then, have differed
in approach from region to region and changed over time. The

differences in their forms and organization have been due to
purpose of the survey and ever changing technoloqy in the

collection and manipulation of the data. These are reflected
in the first and second l-and utilization surveys of Great

gritain by Stamp 1931-38 and by Coleman in the 1960s respec-
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tively; the land classification of the Tennessee ValIey Au-

thority (tVa) in the early 1930s; the Wor1d Land Use Surveys

in the 1 950s cond.ucted in several parts of the world; Mar-

schner's land use survey of the USA in the 1950s; New York's

Land Use and Natural Resources (LUNR) survey in the 1960s;

and the United Stales Geological Surveys' (USGS) land use

and land cover mapping program which started in the late
1 970s.

The other causes of the surveys' differences are rea1ly

generic from purpose and technology, and have stemmed from

lack of consistency in the definition of the term "þ! E"
and a common classification of land use types. The classifi-
cation details are especially infl-uenced by the means by

which the data is gathered. Thus the classification sug-

gested by Ànderson et aI (1976) has gained wide acceptance

for adoption due to the increasing use of remote sensing in

the coll-ection of data. Details of definitions and classi-
fications as causes of confusion are also treated by Ànder-

son (1961, 1971), Burley (1961), Campbell (1983), Dickinson

and Shaw (1977 , 1978) , Rhind and Hudson ( 1 980 ) , Stamp

(1962), and Scace (1981). And as yet there is not a com-

plete agreement on any one particular systern even within one

country (Scace 1 981 ) .

There is a massive amount of literature on the techniques

of land use mapping using satellite imagery since the early

1970s and even in anticipation of the launching of Landsat
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1. The enthusiasm generated high expectations of satellite
technology which tended to overshadow high altitude photog-

raphy which had been making headways in the previous two

decades in the field of land use mapping. However, in 1977,

the USGS embarked on a 6 year program of land use mapping of

the whole of the USÀ using basically high altitude photogra-

phy. Tota1 coverage of the USÀ land mass to the highest ac-

curacy vras intended but because of photo resolution and

scale of working base maps (1:250,000 and 1 : 1 00,000 ) , land

use and cover types of less than 4 hectares for urban and 16

hectares for rural areas could not be mapped (Rhind and Hud-

son 1980). Anderson,s et al (1976) land use and land cover

classification vras the recommended system to be used

throughout the project. When the USGS program is completed

the USÀ will probably be the second country to ever have a

baseline total coverage of land use maps. Great gritain is
in the process of planning a third.

Great Britain was totally covered using ground survey in

the 1931-38 period led by Dud1ey Stamp. The second, led by

Alice Coleman, started in 1961 and took about 10 years to

complete. The planning of t,he third one has generated some

controversies about the methodological approach. Since there

already exists the baseline land use maps, it has been ar-
gued that aerial photo sampling be used to monitor changes

(Oicfinson and Shaw 1978). The argument rests on the fact

that planners do not always need data to the accuracy and

detail generated by complete ground coverage surveys.
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On the other hand it has been claimed that the strong

movement towards remote sensing sample mapping as opposed to

the Stamp method of comprehensive ground coverage is partly

a craving for academic sophistication where it can sti1l be

applied (Co1eman 1980). Coleman op. cit. emphasized that the

Stamp method is superior in eve.ry vray wherever it is appli-
cable because it is inventory oriented; identifies accurate-

ly all use and cover classes present; area of resolution is
best; it is very accurate in mapping and statistics; and as

well claimed that it is over 5 times financially cheaper

than using photography, (at least in Britain).

The conditions in Kenya would make such a survey very

difficult. The land tenure system in Kenya allows a titled
land parcel to be subdivided into as many pieces as there

are inheritors. This tenure system has 1ed to some parcels

of land held per household to be smaller than one hectare.

In such a parcel I a family may grow a variety of crops such

as maize, beans, potatoes, and coffee. A few head of live-
stock are also occasionally kept. The resources needed to

record such information in details would be formidable in

terms of organization, personnel, communications, number and

availability of maps at appropriate scales, and other costs.

The extraction of such detailed information from landsat di-
gital data would also be difficult because of the image res-

olution (Z9m x 79m). Digital analysis, on the other hand,

would be relatively simple in say, the prairie region of
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farms growing few major crops (Horn

is al-so useful in delineating broad

example between agricultural and

Ochanda et al 1981), or the analysis

the rangelands (epp and Àgatsiva

Land use, land cover and land evaluation studies using

total aerial photography coverage have however been common

for specific regional development projects like river basin

development studies, irrigation projects, habitat or vegeta-

tion mapping and the demarcation of parks. The use of this
type of photography in land use studies properly took form

and increased after Second vlorld war (ntrina and Hudson

1980).

What seems to have not been tried anywhere at a large

scale, however, is generating the baseline data from photo

samples. The program being tried in Kenya (Epp et aI 1983)

has few precedents for comparison and therefore need to be

evaluated carefully. The closest was concurrently being

tried in Nigeria (Bauchi 1984; Nigeria 1984). Thomas (1970)

has tried a relatively simil-ar method in mapping London's

green be1t.

The method has been suggested before but not applied to
large scale projects (Robertson and Stoner 1970; Frazier and

Shovic 1980; and Berry and Baker 1968). Berry and Baker
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(1968) particularly advocated this method and illustrated
the theoretical and statisÈical treatments of the data de-

rived from different sampling procedures. Fitzpatrick-Lins
(1981) and Rosenfield (1982) discuss in detail sample dis-
tribution, sample size, and sampling procedures. Chorley

and Haggett (1965) , Cliff and Ord (1981 ), and Lam (1983)

discuss methods of presenting such data in map form; while

FroIov and MaIing (1969) demonstrate that statistical accu-

racy increases with the increase in number and distribution
of sample units. And there are much stronger arguments par-

ticularly for systematic sampling than other sampling proce-

dures, for it produces better distribution maps, lower stan-

dard errors, and is easier and faster to administer, (Bauchi

1984, Nigeria 1 984, Coleman 1 980 ) .

The interpretation accuracy of such aerial sampling data

has recently been of major concern and is discussed in sev-

eral papers such as Hay (1979) , Ginevan (1979), Genderen

(1977), Aronof (1985), Hord and Brooner (1976), Kalensky and

Scherk (1975) and Kalensky et al (1978). And not all agree

in their details of statistical approaches to the measure-

ment and evaluation of interpretation accuracy. The discus-

sions of these papers are based on the accuracy of photo

interpretation for photography and satellite imagery applied

to total coverage mapping where the interpreters go to the

field for 'ground truth' sampling. This approach was adopted

and made applicable to sample-photo surveying and mapping.
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Sources of inaccuracies due to misinterpretation and vlays of

rectification are discussed in details by Campbe1L (1978,

1983), Baker et aI (1979), Rhind and Hudson (1980), and Nun-

na11y and Witmer (1970). Kalensky and Scherk (1975) pro-

posed four categories of accuracy evaluation methods all ex-

pressed as percentages: classification accuracy for each

class; overal-1 weighted classification for each class; map-

ping accuracy for each class; and overall weighted mapping

accuracy. Classification accuracy is the ratio of correctly
classified points out of the total true number of points

belonging to the class, and is the most important in inter-
pretation accuracy evaluation. KaLensky and Scherk op. cit.
emphasized that

the overall weighted classification and mapping
accuracies may be strongly affected by one or two
classes which are large in their areal extent but
have little economic importance. In such cases r
the overall accuracies wouLd ref1ect the map accu-
racy but not its useful-ness and should be replaced
or complemented by overall- weighted classification
and mapping accuracies calculated for the signifi-
cant classes or areas on1y.

None has definitely set the fevefs of accuracy and consis-

tency to be achieved except for the USGS which has set a

minimum of 85eo accuracy (Ànderson et al 1976). This is prob-

ably because different studies and projects have different
objectives and need different acceptance leveIs of accuracy.

However it is necessary to set up standards for any particu-
lar project so as to achieve best resu1Ls.
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Cost-effectiveness (that is least-cost approach) relative
to other methods would therefore be difficult to derive, for

it is rare to find different methodologies used in similar
environments and situations and for the same intended end

results. At times it is even inappropriate to compare cer-

tain methods for the same area because one of them may not

even be applicabler âs described above for some parts of

Kenya in the case of Landsat.

It is al-so true that when different approaches give dif-
ferent details of the needed information the long term ben-

efits from each approach should be evaluated so that when

cost-effectiveness analysis is being carried out one does

not compare methods which are disparate and meant for dif-
ferent purposes.

Cost-effectiveness of surveys at different sampling in-
tensities is however theoretically possible as discussed by

Robertson and Stoner (1970) in which they concluded that it
is possible to estimate a compromising leve1 of sampling in-
tensity and minimum possible costs. Costs of total coverage

photography at different altitudes is discussed by Ulliman

(1975) in which he reckoned that there are seven factors
which are most involved when one is contracting or biding

for an aerial photographic survey:

1. Internal to firm
a. Business activity
b. Ðepreciation
c. ïnsurance
d. Facilities available

'2. Personnel
â. Management
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3.

4.

b. Crew
c. Lab personnel

Equipment
a. Aircraft available
b. Cameras, lenses, filters etc

Specifications of contract
a. Àrea coverage
b. Type of photos (vertical, oblique)
c . Camera, and lenses spec i f ications
d. Film type
e. Stereo coverage (overlap)
f . Standards of accuracy (crab, tilt, drift,

flight l-ine positioning, and orientation)
g. Final product (negatives, prints, mosaics

furn i shed )

Physical elements
a. Weather
b. Season (ground conditions)
c. Conditions of vegetation

Fly i ng
Distance to project area

Prcces s i ng
Distance film shipped for processing.

E

6.

7.

These factors stil1 remain relevant for any institution any-

where except that some will weigh more than others for dif-
ferent areas. To effectively compare costs of different
methodologies these factors should be enumerated and cor-
rectly accounted and costed. This would be a whoÌe project

on its own. Second1y, some of these information items are

kept classified for different reasons by different institu-
tions. Sometimes capital costs of equipment or personnel

hirings in an institution are not solely for the project in

consideration and therefore real costs may be under- or

over-estimated. It has been claimed before, for example,

that the research that went into and the launching of Land-

sat satellites vrere extremely expensive and were highly sub-

sidized by the USA government and therefore proper costing
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of the imageries were not given. Rhind and Hudson (1980)

also review briefly the difficulties of comparing costs of

different methodologies. The recent move to commercialize

the Landsat products may lead to a fairer reflection of its
proper costs.

However, certain assumptions on some of

Iiman op.cit. ) are possibÌe so that a few

compare different approaches to a survey.

one institution were to compare the costs

proaches to survey an area certain factors

the factors (ul-

can be used to

For example, íf
of different ap-

can be assumed

7 in Ulliman op.constant - e. g. factors 1 , 2,

cit.
5, 6, and

Timeliness, although sometimes closely connected with

project costs (methodological approach and eguipment), is
normally important for other reasons. This is especially so

in times when natural disaster strikes and an urgent assess-

ment of the situation is needed. Timeliness of the photo

sampling method is inadequately covered in literature but is
briefly discussed by Robertson and Stoner (1970) and Epp et

al (1983). Crop hectarage has been estimated intermittently
in the past using a few clusters of households scattered

over Kenya (ttenya 1977). The method incorporates a ques-

tionnaire type of sampling survey. This method is commonly

associated with Iate reporting of results (¡¡igeria 1984).
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There are other inherent weaknesses and inconsist.encies

in the cluster method from region to region, between the in-
terviewers, between those interviewed, and from season to

season. The method would monitor land use changes only in

the established clusters and would ignore areas which vrere

not agricultural in 1975 when the project vras initiated and

therefore is unrepresentative. The clusters system may also

give indices of trends about the clusters themselves but

will not give an empirical total number of hectares of any

crop in the region, nor the distribution pattern of the

crop. Àccurâcy, precision, repeatability and timeliness are

therefore major disadvantages of the cluster method.

Epp et al (1983) of KREMU photo-sampled Kisii District,
Kenya, ât 5km intervals. The land use classes proportions

from all the sample in an administrative unit vrere aggregat-

ed and averaged for that administrative unit. These average

proportions vrere then used to estimate the area under each

land use type in the administrative unit but no attempt was

made to show distribution patterns independent of adminis-

trative units. The present study was envisaged as an im-

provement over the Kisii study in accuracy and mapping tech-

niques as well as assessing its relative advantages

especially in timeliness and costs. The Kisii report only

gives a listing of land use and land cover classes and their
cover proportions in the administrative district and subdis-

trict Iocations.



Chapter TII, which now follows, describes the

used in Meru District in order to achieve the objecti
out in Chapter I as well as set out the framework

method itself in details. But it should be born

that details of the photographic system can be var

cording to project requirements.
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Chapter I I I

METHODS

The method entailed multistage sampling techniques using

low altitude aerial vertical photographs. The district cov-

ering approximaLely 9850km2 was divided into 5x5km sguare

sampling units using the Universal Transverse Mercator (Ut¡t)

grid system and east-west sampling flight lines were placed

5km apart. Two sample photographs were taken systematically

at every 2.5km UTM grid intersection in the high potential
region and at Skm in the marginal rangelands. Flight height

v¡as approximately 610m above ground leve1. Navigation vras

performed using the Global Navigation System (eHS) fitted in

the twin-engine Partenav.ia aircraf t.

The photographic system used was a 35mm Nikon F3 camera

with a 20mm fens and 35mm ektachrome 200 slide films. This

gave positive transparencies covering approximateJ-y 720 x

1080m on the ground, with a scale of 1:30,000. The positive
transparencies were overlayed and fixed with 91 (7x13) sys-

tematically placed dots on a transparency and observed under

a hand held slide viewer or sometimes projected onto a

screen. Crop and other cover classes coincident with each

dot were identified by photo interpretation. The area cov-

ered by each class type was then estimated by the proportion

2tr
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of dots for that class type to the total number interpreted

in the 5x5km sample unit u"9 expressed as a percentage. This

was the basis for the construction of overlays for each

class type in terms of distribution, density, and crop mix

zones.

A framework of procedures for regional and field famil-
iarization before and during interpretation v¡ere established

and followed to increase accuracy and consistency in photo

interpretation. Before actual district-wide photo interpre-
tation began these preparatory procedures involved litera-
ture review; increasing relevant IocaI knowledge through

discussions; choosing one or two training photo samples and

making trial- runs on them in interpretation and then ground

checking them for every major ecological region in the dis-
trict. This last exercise enhanced the three interpreters'
familiarization of the land use and land cover classifica-
tion system which was being used. Procedures vrere also laid
down on how to classify dots falling on non-pure class types

Iike mixed fields, field boundaries and single trees to

avoid personal bias.

The identification of land use and land cover types for

every dot on the photograph was done for at least the first
three levels of classification levels as described by Ander-

son et al (1976) and modified for local conditions. Accura-

cy and consistency of identification of class types were as-

sessed using 'confusion tables' as outlined by Kalensky
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(1975,1978 ) and Iinear regression analysis between photo in-
terpretation data and field sample checks data, ât every

IeveI of identification using cl-ass aggregate data of every

photo-sample field checked. The correlation coefficient was

considered a measure of consistency in interpretation. Near

perfect interpretation would have a regression line of y = x

and a correlation coefficient (r) > 0.90.

Mapping was done using Map Ànalysis Package (l¿ap) a Geo-

graphical Information System (CrS) software developed at

Harvard and YaIe Universities (Tomlin 1980, 1986).

The l-ow level aerial photography method avoids the prob-

l-em of satellite imagery delays since Kenya does not have a

receiving station. The method also avoids the difficulties
which would be met in analyzing satellite imagery in the

densely populated and heavily utilized highlands. Assessment

of timeliness was based on estimates of time taken from the

start of the field survey to the time of first preliminary

result s .

A study in southern ÀIberta, Canada, indicated that the

use of satellite imagery is not always very significantly
cost-effective compared to conventional photography for the

acquisition of similar data (Marczyk et al 1984). At same

time a cooperative study is continuing in Manitoba, by the

Manitoba Remote Sensing Centre, Department of Àgriculture

and Statistics Canada, to estimate the annual crop area us-
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ing SateIIite imagery, sample questionnaire survey, and

field checks (Horn et aI 1984). À comparison of the method

discussed herein and the Manitoba's vras attempted. Costs of

the projects were discussed.

Costs of the survey at different sampling intens

unit area v¡ere calculated and compared with costs

Iite imageries (assuming they were applicable).

ir
of

Ies per

sate 1 -

Extensive literature and independent data sources vrere

often used where available to compare and check the validity

of the method's results, and thus gave an indication of its
accuracy and ef fect iveness.



Chapter IV

RESULTS ÀND DTSCUSSIONS

4.1 ÀCCURÀCY, CONSISTENCY AND ÀREA ESTTMATTON

For accuracy and consistency tests twenty-seven Q7) pho-

to samples, each with 91 dots, were interpreted and ground

checked by each of the three photo interpreters. The dots

overlay method was used in assessing their interpretation
accuracy and consistency. Each dot vras fixed and examined by

each interpreter and therefore making it possible to compare

their performance.

4.1.1 Tnterpretation consistencv and accuracy

Correlations vrere carried out between photo interpreta-
tion and ground truth for those class types which had suffi-
cient data and occurrence. This was performed for the three

interpreters separately as well as for the three combined to

give an average. Figures 3 to 7 íIlustrate this for the

Iand cover types maize, coffee, cultivated lands, pasture,

and bushlands. Each dot on the graphs (Figures 3-7) repre-

sent a photograph interpreted and ground checked; and each

photograph had 91 dots. The axes represent the percentage of

the 91 dots which belonged to the cl-ass type as interpreted

39
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axis).

Cons i stency

tween the three

sion equations

3-7). All the

from 0.88 to 0.

(x axis) and the

the ground belonged
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percentage of the 91

to the class type (y

v¡as found to be high and fairly similar be-

interpreters as discerned from the regres-

and correlation coefficients (r) (nigures

equations were close to y = x and r ranged

99.

Classification accuracy ( i.e. the interpretation accuracy

for a class) was the percentage of correctly identified
points out of the true number of points in that class. The

interpretation accuracy test, Tab1e 1, showed that land un-

der cultivation as a cl-ass was interpreted with an average

accuracy of 86e" with r=0.94; improved and unimproved grazing

Iands (pasture) 78e" with r=0.92; bushlands 80e" with r=0.95;

and forests 91e". Most of the balance of the third level

classes had few (<50) dots and photo sample occurrences.

The overall classification accuracy of the classes in table

1 was 82.4>".

For specific crops and cover classes, maize vras inter-
preted with an average accuracy of 80e. v¡ith r=0 .94 i cof f ee

86e. with r=0.99; tea 86eoî bananas 62e"ì cotton 53e"ì ploughed

Iand 73e". The rest had insufficient data, see appendix D.

Interpretation accuracy for the major cover types were also

found to be fairly similar between the three interpreLers
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TÀELE I. TÀ8LE SHOHING lHB
FOR THE THREE INÎERPRETERS

LÀND USE AND LÀND COVER INTTRPRETATION COHFUSION I'IÀTRIX
(TorÀLs) FoR MERU DrsrRIcr, t985

GROUND TRUÎH

crÀss-
PIìOTO INTERPRETÀTION STÀT I STI CS

tt cI 1-1 AT

OI CULTIVÀTED
O2 PÀSTURES
O3 EUSHLÀNDS
OI FORESTS
05 TRANSPORT
06 STRUCTUR¿S
07 rJooDLors
08 HÐDCES
09 sr{ÀHPs
IO BARREN
I I OTHERS

t41 1

9l'
33r0

3

2
t3
t2

2
21
t1

19'
t0g6
690

5
3

33 r ¡

2
2
3
I

2
I

5
125

-,

29r
ß
3grr

2
I

3

82

-
I

171 |

l0 58
6gr r

3

5
3

t0

'l
.I

59r
300
r78
l3
28
ts
58
36

5
{5
29

t5
ll

I
6

31

l0

:

5

:
95

l
2

125 2136
2l { I s

7 t5

5-
53
ll

r r{ 5

3 33

33.
3
.I

t3

;
t03

I

,_

3{77 1068 8s.5
1058 r358 77.9
690 868 79. s
r 25 I 38 90.6
237 265 89.1
95 il3 84.f
82 t{0 58.6

103 t39 11.1
10 75 93. 3

il{ t59 71.7
33 62 51.2

O¡t = OHHISS¡oNS
IC = TNTERPRETED CORRECT
TT = TOTÀL
ÀrÈ = ÀCCURÀCY (1,)

although one has to be careful about the

some classes which had few observations

cerned from confusion matrices (appendices

as

À,

signi f icance of

could be dis-
B, C and D).

Table 1 also shows the major sources of confusion a

cause of 1or," interpretation accuracy. These are the cells

superscripted 1-13. Most can be paired and explained:

1 . In 1 and 7 , 173 dots which v¡ere cultivated lands vtere
wrongly identified as pasture while 91 pastures were wrongly
identified as cultivated lands. These were actually found to
be confusion on the identification of mostly fall-ow Iands
and certain overgrazed Lands which were identified as culti-
vated lands.

2. In 2 and 10, 79 dots which were cultivated lands were
identified as bushlands and 33 dots which were bushlands
identified as cultivated. Most of these vrere concerned with
newly opened areas where bush clearance was not complete or
total. À lot of trees and bushes vtere left standing and
crops like maize and beans grown under the canopy. Some
crops, especially pigeon peas, when not planted in the nor-
ma)- pattein of rovrs with other crops (intercropping) were
misinterpreted as bush.

3. ln I and 11, 109 pasture lands $¡ere identified as bush-
Iand, while 68 bushlands vrere identif ied as pastures- This
vras mainly a problem of differentiating between unimproved
bushed paètures and bushlands. There is no clearcut defini-
tion to differentiate them.
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4. In 3, 29 dots on cultivated lands v¡ere identif ied as
woodlots. This was mainly cases of many trees left standing
in cultivated fields. Under the canopy would be crops like
yams, maíze, and beans.

5. In 4, 33 dots on cultivated lands vrere identified as
hedges and this was mostly found to be v¡rong judgment on the
position of the dot and especially in cases where the shad-
ov¡s of the hedges obscured the thickness of the hedge.

6. In 5, 42 cultivated points v¡ere confused with barren
lands and these t¡ere mainly confusion between bare grounds
and ploughed lands, and not all bare grounds are barren.
Therefore a better and clearer differentiation between bar-
ren and bare is needed.

7. In 6, a large group of points (213) which v¡ere cultivated
had no major classification to faIl under and these included
very rare crops or a large mixture of crops in one garden.
Others could not be identified because the ground checking
was made over three months after photography and there
were no signs or information on what crop was there. This,
and 1 above had the greatest impact on cÌassification accu-
racy of cultivated lands.

B. In 12 and 13, 38 bushes were interpreted as woodlots,
while 33 woodlots were interpreted as bushlands. Woodlots in
many cases look similar to bushes. It requires personal
judgment on the size, nature, and surroundings of -the cover
type to be classified as either woodlots or bushes. There
vlas a tendency to misclassify bushes as woodlots in the
rangelands.

9. In 9, there vrere 41 points classified as others and can-
not be easily explained.

A more careful definition of the pairs of classes most com-

monly confused would go a long way to increase the interpre-

tation accuracy. For example reducing the errors by half

alone will increase the accuracies to much higher levels

above 85e" f or all classes.

In a large project where several

volved consistency regressions identify

sistent in t.heir interpretation, while

interpreters are in-

those who are incon-

the confusion matri-
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ces help identify the classes confused most and therefore

rectify the anomalous by instituting specific remedial meas-

ures. Many authors recognize that interpretation accuracy

required by any project depends on the end use of the infor-
mation but the accuracy actually achieved should always be

stated in the report. Unfortunately the accuracy is not al-
vrays stated in reports or at times not rigorously tested.

Epp et aI (1983) tested the interpretation on 150 known

fields (of different types) and reported an overall inter-
pretation accuracy of 87eo. The Bauchi (1984) experiments

recognized the difficult in accurately identifying all crops

and therefore field cross-checked sample photographs but ac-

curacy was not expressed. In the computer-aided digital im-

age processing (oip) t<alensky and Scherk (1975) in their de-

Iineation and identification of a Canadian forest into three

categories - conifers, deciduous,. and nonforested reported

accuracies ranging from 67eo 81e" derived from single-date

image processing but a multidate combination image process-

ing improved the accuracy to 83eo. Kalensky et al (1979)in

DIP again reported an accuracy of 78eo when land resources

were classified into 9 categories in Lombok Islands (where

expansive water masses vrere excluded from the analysis).

Ànderson et al (1976) suggested that the aim in land use

classification accuracy should be a minimum of 85e". Baker

et aI (1979), however, further recommended that although

some finer classification leveIs might yield lower accura-



cies, ât Level II the accuracy

sion matrix, Table 1, shows

classes were fairly high, some
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should be 90-95e". The confu-

that accuracy for the major

surpass i ng the I5eo level .

rn summary then, it was found that interpretation consis-

tency was high for the major classes, most of them surpass-

ing the r=0.90 mark. rt was also shown that interpretation
accuracy was high for many classes using the usGS bench mark

of 85e". But as severar authors have indicated the level of

accuracy to be attained is normally set by each institution
to suite its oþ¡n requirements, technology and environment.

Thus it should be noted that the 95% accuracy level courd be

a very high standard for the Kenyan agriculturar areas' con-

ditions. In the usÀ large scale monocurtural practices are

predominant as opposed to the Kenyan conditions where very

smal1 scare multicultural and intercropping are common. How-

ever, ês it was demonstrated it was possibre to isolate the

crasses most confused with each other using the confusion

tables thus making it possible to handle those crasses with
particurar care in subsequent interpretations. Àt the same

time the dist.rict-wide photo interpretation vras done using a
team work approach by the same interpreters invorved in the

accuracy and consistency tests and therefore the district-
wide photo analysis accuracy attained should have surpassed

what was obtained in the accuracy tests, Table 1. It would

therefore be advisable for KREMU to set acceptance revels of

consistency and accuracy from interpreters otherwise a
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the levels are not at-re-analysis should

ta ined.

Tab1e 3 is
finer classes

4.1 .2 Stat i st ical est imates precision and accuracv

A total of 443 photographs were examined for 263 sample

units. Three areas of the district, Mount Kenya National

Park and Forest; Meru National Park and surrounding areai

and the Northern Conservation Àrea, were not surveyed mainly

because their uses and cover types are well documented, see

Figure 8. Terrain, air turbulence and cost considerations

also contributed in arriving at this decision.

Forty land use and land cover types were identified in

the district from the photo analysis. À few closely related

land uses were combined to reduce the number to 35 classes.

Table 2 shows these classes, their percent cover, hectarage

and percent standard errors.

Percent standard errors were generally small for those

classes which were widely spread in the district, and these

included bushlands, ploughed fields (for this was the period

of preparing for the second crop in the long rains), maize

and pasture.

condensed version of table 2, in which the

have been aggregated into 11 main classes.
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TABLE 2

and land cover classes identified, their
hectarage, and percent standard errors
surveyed area of Meru district, February

1 985

Cla ss 9"Cover Hectares S.E. Class 9oCover Hectare s.E.

Maize 9. s6 61 423
9830

193
129400
244857

15741
1 8825
21909

4 048
51978

4947
2341
6361
3919

321
2634
1 028

450

9.1
32.0
100
7.4
6.1

13.2
9.6

1 5.8
27 .7
17 .1
9.1

11.5
15.2
13.1
40.0
12.2
18 .8
28 .6

Banana 1 .22 7 839 15.6
wheat/bar1eyl .53
Rapeseed 0.03
Pasture 20.14
nush/Shrub 38.1 1

Fal1ow/Fern 2.45
Ploughed 2.93
Coffee
Tea
Forest
Road/Tracks 0.77
Paths 0.52
Woodlots 0.99
Hedges
Potatoes
Buildings 0.41
Schools 0.1 6
Napiergrass 0.07

3 .41
0.63
8.09

B.Millet 1.20
Swamp 0.37
Cotton 1 .00
S.Flower 0.05
Tobacco 0. 1 5
P. Peas 0. 55
Sorghum 0.1 9
Miraa 0.03
Lablab 0.03
Sugarcane 0.01
Pyrethrum 0.01
Gullys 0.1 9
Rivers 0.42
Rocky 0.1 4
Bare 1.94
Others 1 .91

7710 20.0
2377 37.8
6425 1 9.0
321 40.0
964 26.7

3534 18.2
1221 26.3
193 66.7
193 33.3

80
80

1221 36.8
2699 1 9.0
900 35.7

12465 1 3.9
12272 9.9

0.61
0.0s

This gives each class more chances of occurring in more sam-

ple units and thus their standard errors are relatively

smaller as compared to table 1.

In systematic sampling estimates, precision is a function

of the number of sample units, which is also true for the

sample clusters in the traditional ground surveys. But the

number of sample clusters taken is severely limited by costs

and manpower. It has been demonstrated that, overal1, sys-

tematic sample survey consistently yield small-er standard
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TABLE 3

and land cover classes identified, with their
hectares, and percent standard errors (S.E).

CIass 9o COV€E Hec tares 9o S.E.

CuI t i vated
Pa sture
nush/Shrubland
Forest/{oodland
Transportat i on
St ruc t ure s
Woodlots
Hedges
Swamps/nivers
Barren
Others

25 .1
20 .1
38.3
8.1
t.J
0.6
1.0
0.6
0.8
2.3
1.9

1 61 895
129645
247 035

52245
838s
3870
6450
3870
51 60

14835
1225s

6.1
7.4
6.1

17 .1
7.7

14 .6
15.2
13 .1
33 .4
12.8
oo

errors than the traditional cluster sampling (Nigeria 1994).

r n the systemat ic aer ial survey the range r.¡as 7 - 26e" whi re
in the cluster system it was I - 3ïeo, in the major crops
only, in the Nigerian example.

Precise estimates at expressed sampring intensity is most

useful in monitoring change of land use and land cover char-
acteristics. The standard errors found in the other 9 dis-
tricts studied in Kenya were comparabre to the Meru study.
The estimated areas of class types in the district are also
given in Tables 2 and 3.

verification of the statistical accuracy of these esti-
mates would normally be more invorved, because it needs con-

trors in which the actuar areas of cl-ass types are known so

as to be compared with the results from the method. Total
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orcoverage measurements are the most accurate on ground

from photography the antithesis of this methodology.

Hectarage are often crudely estimated for certain crops

by extensions officers in Kenya or on ad hoc basis by the

cluster methods. However, those for tea and coffee are esti-

mated differently by the Kenya Tea Development Àuthority
(nroe) and Coffee Cooperative Unions respectively and they

vrere the only readly available statistics in the district.

The coffee cooperative unions keep records and update

them on reports from farmers of new coffee plantings. As of

June 1985 the records in the Ministry of Cooperatives, Meru,

which coordinates the coffee statistics, showed that there

was a total of 37,625 hectares under coffee in Meru Dis-

TABLE 4

Àrea under coffee in Meru district in 1982 and 1984/85, in
hec ta res

Union 1982 1984/85

Meru North
Meru Centra
Meru South

Coop. Societies Union
1 Coop. Societies Union
Coop. Societ.ies Union

7352
17325

9455

7224
17 401
1 3000

ToÈa l 34132 37 625

source: Meru District Cooperatives Office, Meru.

trict, Table 4.
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The statistics are derived from interviews on cooperative
farmers on the number of coffee bushes they have or have

added in any one period. Because agronomic spacing recom-

mended is standard, the coffee bush population is converted

into hectarage.

Tabre 5 and figure 9 show the growth of area under coffee
in Meru District over the years derived from various sourc-

es. The apparent large leap in hectarage since 1979 needs

further examination. coffee prices r{ere high between 197G

and 1978. This was an incentive for farmers to increase hec-

tarage under coffee, âfthough, because of the worrd coffee
market quota system the government was not encouraging in-
creased hectarage. This same period had a lot of internal
cooperative societies' feuds that red to the break-up of the

Meru Coffee Cooperatives Union into three unions in 1981.

From 1978 the prices fell to their normal leve1s. It
wourd seem then, that the sudden prunge in 1978/79 and Lhen

a steep and continued increase in coffee hectarage (see Fig-
ure 9) is not well exprained. This is an enormous increase

of between 25,168 and 31 ,325 hectares within 6 years -- a

figure that had not been attained for 24 years since the in-
troduction of coffee in Meru. The short fall in the statis-
tics may be in that the crop $¡as planted but failed, and

those that have been uprooted are not accounted for. Normal-

ry permission must be sought and reasons given for uprooting

a coffee crop. This may deter many farmers from reporting
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the truth - and thus the hectarage grovrs but rarely decreas-

es. More investigation is also needed to check whether the

unions feuds and subsequent break-up has any bearing to this
enigma. Thus the estimate of 21,995 hectares from this aer-

ial sampling study may be more realistic than the 37,625

hectares.

TABLE 5

Growth of coffee farming in Meru District, 1953-1985.

Year Àrea (hectares) Source

952/53
954/55
e56/57
e58/se
e60/61
e62/63
e64/65
966
968
97 4/7 s
975/76
97 6/77
977 /78
e78/7e
e7e/80
982
e84/85
e84/85

747
1142
1 780
2823
3793
6752

11189
1 1430
11734
12452
12452
12453
12457
6300

1s100
34132
37 625
21995

Bernard (1972)
il

il

il

il

ll

il

tf

ll

Jaetzold & Schmidt (1982)
il

ll

il

lt

It

Coop. Office Meru (1985)
ll

+ 15.8eo Kimanga (1986)

For

table

steady

tea, the situation is slightly different
6 and figure 10. The area under tea has

increase over the years. The sale of

as shown on

been under

seedLings to
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farmers is controlled by KTDA. The hectarage is therefore

derived from cumulative sales over the years by KTDA. There

is no strict requirement for farmers to report back seedling

losses and for the planted but unkept bushes. It is there-

fore possible that the KTDA figures are slightly higher aI-
though most tea growers are known to care for their crop for

the steady and regular returns they get for their produce.

It would therefore seem to suggest that the estimates made

by this study of 4,079 hectares was more or less correct.

Tea is grovrn intensively in two small areas in Meru, figure
13. It is therefore possible that the sampling intensity
used in this study vras not enough to accurately estimate the

area. Increased sampling intensity coupled with stratifica-
tion should give a more accurate estimate and a smaller

standard error

TÀBLE 6

Growth of tea cultivation since 1960, Meru district.

Year Àrea (hectares) Source

960
962
964
966
968
975/76
e7 6/7 7
977 /7 8
s78/7e
e7 e/80
e84/85
e84/8s

29
255
471
676

1313
4609
5250
561 4
5759
5952
6557
4079 + 27 .7e"

Bernard (1972)
n

It

It

It

Jaetzold
il

tt

It

ll

& Schmidt ( 1 982 )

KTDÀ Of f ice, Meru ( 1 985 )

Kimanga (1986)
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Other class area coverages were difficult to verify because

there were no independent statistical estimates available

for the current period. Table 7, however, gives a comparison

of the study results and two previous estimates of 1976 and

1982 (xenya 1984). Àssuming there vlas no significant changes

between 1982 and 1984, there is very good agreement for are-

as under bananas, níIIeL/sorghum, wheat/Aarfey, and pigeon

peas. But there are apparent changes in area under maize,

cotton, sunflower, and pyrethrum. An explanation may partly

be found in the growing seasons for the crops (Jaetzold and

Schmidt 1982) and the timing of the survey.

Except for bananas and pyrethrum which are perennial

crops, the others in Table 7 are annual. There is only one

crop for cotton per year. It is grolrn in October-November

and harvesting is spread between March and September. The

best survey period for it would be when it is in flower,

which was not the case in this survey hence probably the low

estimates. Furthermore, in many areas cotton is intercropped

with others ]ike maize, millet, and sorghum in October-No-

vember and when they are harvested in February-March the

cotton is left to grow and mature between March and Septem-

ber. Thus most cotton was not identified because it vras

stilI an undercrop at that time. This probably accounts for

most of the underestimation by the aerial method for cotton.

There are two crops per year for the others. Ground prep-

arations for all of them are done in February-March and Au-
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TÀBLE 7

Comparison of the hectarage estimates with two earlier
independent ones

Crop 197 6r, 1982* 1 98 5*'k

Maize
Banana s
MiIIet/sorghum
Wheat/barley
Pigeon Peas
Tobacco
Cot t on
Potatoes
Sun f lower
Pyrethrum

36130
5600
6220
807 4
327 6

69s
120s3

77 50
695
496

90700
8000
7900
9460
3200

15313
11000

1725
340

61 423
7839
8931
9830
3524

964
6425

321
321

80

Sources: * Kenya 1984
** Kimanga ( 1 986 )

gust-September. Harvesting is staggered because of differ-
ences in maturity period for each crop. Harvest for pota-

toes is mainly in January and July. Thus. most of the crop

was missed. In addition potatoes were not easy to identify.
Probably the best survey time for potatoes is November-De-

cember and May-June.

Harvest time for sunflower is January-February and June-

Àugust. The best survey time for sunflower would be December

and June when it is in full flower for best discrimination.

For maize, harvest time is February-March and July-Au-

gust. I t i s possible that most of the ploughed ground vra.s

already harvested maize fields which were being prepared for

another crop. It is therefore possible that the area under
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The best time for

its survey probably is December-January and May-June. From

the statistics in table 1, about 38e" of the cultivated land

vras under maize. Theref ore approximately 38e" of the ploughed

land can be assumed to be for or was under maize. There-

fore, the area under maize can be adjusted accordingly and

would be about 68,57 7 hectares vrith a standard error of

9.1"-". Maximum area which could have been under maize that

season would therefore be 74,818 hectares. This would stiIl
be below the 1982 estimates.

The case of pyrethrum is well explained in that the world

market for pyrethrin dropped because of the use of cheaper

and more specific synthetic insecticides and therefore farm-

ers uprooted the crop. That explains the change but there

was no independent source of current data to compare the

amount of drop experienced during the 1982-84 period.

It is therefore apparent that the results of this survey

were fairly accurate assuming that not much change had oc-

curred between 1982 and 1984, except for coffee, maize, tea,

and pyrethrum.

À close agreement between this study and that of Jaetzold

and Schmidt (1982) however is at a coarse level in which

they found that rural agricultural land is 82.6e" of total
land whereas f or this study it v,as 83.5e". Agricultural land

in this context is all but barren lands, lands under forest

reserves, Iakes, swamps, rivers, roads, and homesteads.
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These were indications that the method proved to be

useful in estimating extensive classes, and coupled with the

high interpretation accuracy in the coarser classes, confi-
dence in the statistics vras build up. Precision was also

f ound to be high in the extensive cl-asses, but could be im-

proved for the other classes by more intensive sampling as

well as by stratification. The statistical accuracy of the

less extensive classes could be raised by increasing the

sampling fraction as weIl as interpretation accuracy. But

care should be taken not to increase sampling fraction and

therefore costs unnecessarily if the class of concern is en-

vironmentally and economically insignificant. Interpreta-
tion accuracy should be expected to improve after current

investigations on appropriate photo resolutions are conclud-

ed by KREMU.

4.2 MÀPPTNG AND CLÀSS TYPE INTENSTTY ZONTNG

Table 2 gives the district-wide percent cover for all
class types found in the district, while table 3 is aggre-

gates of table 2. For example, of the cultivated land, 38eo

v¡as under maize, 14eo was under cof f ee, 12eo was ploughed, 9eo

vras fallow and the remainder 27eo was distributed among 16

different crops. Distribution and intensities for each of

the extensive class types were mapped and contouring approx-

imated using MAP. Four examples: cultivated land, maize,

coffee and tea are given below, figures 11 to 14.
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Significant changes of any of these maps (and statistics)

in any district in distribution or amounts r¡i11 be a reflec-

tion of a process of changes going on as a reaction to cer-

tain pressures or certain management policies. À more de-

tailed comparison between districts and detection of changes

wilt be more useful when the data is disaggregated into dif-
ferenL ecological strata.

The use of aerial sample photography for the mapping of

resources has been advocated and discussed before by many

authors for example Berry and Baker (1968) and Robertson and

Stoner (1970). However, its application to a large scale

mapping pro ject r.ras not f ound in l iterature. The Kenyan

project was adopted after a trial run in Kisii District
(npp, €t al 1983). In the Kisii study and those that fol-

lowed the photo samples vrere stratified and analyzed on the

basis of administration units. Thus when the average percent

Iand covered by a class type was mapped, the distribution
was depicted as evenly spread throughout the administration

unit through differential shading or pie charts.

However for Meru District, class types' intensity and ex-

tents were first mapped independent of any factor. This

method of mapping class type and intensities gives a picture

close to real distribution within any type of stratification
consequently overlayed. Strat i f icat ion can be on basi s of

administration units, soils, vegetation, climate or human

population for various types of studies (i.e. factors af-
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fecting a class type distribution) in an effort to make ra-

tional development p1ans. Present generation of GIS systems

with analytical capabilities can novr perform these functions

much faster. It is anticipated that this this type of map-

ping will be most important when all districts' data are

collated for regional and nationaf overview.

A major use of this type of mapping is the detection and

measure of the movement and cul-tivation activities into the

marginal areas. Epp and Killmayer (1982) suggested that

areas with land 1Oeo or more under cultivation be designated

as 'agricuftural'. Jaetzold and Schmidt (1982) have however

defined in detail agroecological- zones in Kenya in which ag-

ricultural areas are ecologically delineated. Using these

two criteria, newly settled areas as well as cultivation ex-

tending beyond ecologically acceptable boundaries can be de-

tecLed using the photographic sample methodology by map ov-

erlays. For example it has been suggested that most of the

increase in coffee hectarage since 1978 has been a shift
into the marginal areas where its productivity is very low.

If such data were availabte , measured to the same accuracy

leve1s, then a test for significant change in area by coffee

in the marginal zones would be attempted. Coleman (1976)

used a similar principle to detect rural-urban fringe exten-

sions into farmlands through the detection of changes in

patterns of proportion of land under classes "farmlands",

"settlements" and "rura1-urban fringes" for any particular

area
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À recent experimentation using similar principles of

photo sampling methodology has been reported from Nigeria

with success in providing fairly accurate statistics for
planning (Bauchi 1984; Nigeria 1984) . Mapping vras done us-

ing two forms of graphics: a pie chart for each administra-

tive area in which the proportion of major land use catego-

ries were represented by individual slices; and for each

theme ñêp, proportionate circles were used on each grid ceII
to depict coverage or intensity of the class type in the

ceI1 and therefore the region in general.

4.3 STÀNDARDT.ZATTON OF PROCEDURES

Large scale land use and land cover mapping ( inventorying

and monitoring) through photographic interpretation is nec-

essarily performed by several persons at any one period or

through time. The above procedures (section 4.1) outlined
!¡ays of measuring the accuracy and consistency of interpre-
tation and mapping of class types. To facilitate comparabil-

ity of data in the same district as well as from area to

area and through time, four things must necessarily be stan-

dardi zed:

Range of accuracies that can be compared (sec.¿.1.1 );
zoning methodology ( sec. +.2) ¡

the photo interpretation procedure; and

r Verif ication procedure.
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This section concerns the photo interpretation and veri-
fication procedures, and faIl into four parts.

4.3.1 photo resolution

The comparability of interpretation to the same detail by

two or more interpreters need comparable ranges of photo

resolutions. This is a research priority which has been

started by KREMU. This involves camera lens selection,

flight elevation, film type, and sun angle. The optimum in-
terpretive conditions for the average interpreters are nec-

essarily for subsequent stages.

4.3.2 Staqes of interpretation process

Five stages were idenLified and closely followed in the

actual interpretation process. In the first stage the train-
ing of the interpreters on the concepts of land use and land

cover were discussed Lo improve accuracy and speed of inter-
pretat i on .

Familiarity of the study area was recognized as very im-

portant and therefore emphasized as a second stage. The

cultural practices of one land use type may differ signifi-
cantly from area to area. A land use type pattern may weII

also change due to ecological conditions. Further, the tone

of a class type may change through the growth stages or sea-

sons. The interpreter must therefore be prepared before the

start of interpretation on how to discriminately classify
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types or emphasize differentially the principles of object

recognition on photos. these principles are size, shape,

pattern, tone, texture, shadow and association. These were

discussed and well reviewed in the office and an attempt

made to inculcate them into the interpreters. This included

the division of the study area into known broad regions and

a list of what was expected therein.

The third stage vras going to the field and identifying
one or more training photo points for each ecological re-
gion. These photos were interpreted, ground checked and

discussed on the spot. These training points vrere chosen to

give a sufficient range of land use and land cover types ex-

pected in the whole study area.

In the fourth stage the verification or accuracy and con-

sistency samples vrere sefected and interpreted. They did not

include the training points. Each verification photo was in-

terpreted separately by each person. The photo point was

then visited and the true ground feature of each dot on the

photo compared with each person's interpretation. Thus the

interpretation accuracy and consistency of each interpreter
could be assessed separately and be compared with the others

for several use types. This !¡as one advantage of having the

dot grid overlays fixed on the photos because the same dots

were examined by all the interpreters.
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In the final stage, the rest of the photographs for that

ecological region were interpreted by those involved in the

accuracy test. A difficult dot could be discussed among the

interpreters to reach a consensus. Thus it is contended that

the district-wide interpretation accuracy y¡as higher than

given by the accuracy tests. The systematic fixed dot method

nas therefore found to be quick and reliable for the identi-
fication and estimation of areas of each class type for

every sampling grid cell and the whole district.

In retrospect, this should have, pÍêferabIy, been done

continuously by at least two interpreters per photo, for the

region. The first person should have interpreted and the

second also interpret using the same data sheet. The dots

which showed differences would have been discussed by both

and reconciled. This system would have assumed that inter-
pretations' accuracy and consistency for the study area are

above the leve1s of each person separately or on average.

It is a check for not going below the average accuracy and

also for improving consistency.

4.3.3 Classification
It vras recognized that agreement on class types interpreted

would also rest on a prior given classification and defini-
tion of terminologies. After several considerations and de-

liberations with senior KREMU staff the principle classifi-
cation system of Anderson et al (1976) were appropriately
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recommended and adopted to local conditions and KREMU needs,

(appendix E). In this respect loca1 terminologies and con-

cepts of certain use and cover types were defined to mini-

mize confusion. À short list of terms which have been found

confusing or used variabì-y in previous studies by interpret-

ers are listed herein (Àppendix F).

Às emphasised by Änderson et al (1976) the classification
tries to be open ended towards finer classes. KREMU is more

concerned h'ith lands outside urban and built-up areas. For

this reason the class has been left intact as originally
given by Anderson op. cit.

The agricultural lands, forest and woodlands, and range-

lands (comprising about 20eo, 3eo, and 75v" of Kenya respec-

tively) classifications used are presented in appendix E.

The rangelands classification developed by KREMU .(appendix

G) was recommended in principle but, vras found much more de-

tailed than could be extracted rapidly from the photos and

was therefore used at the coarser levels only.

The tundra and perennial ice classes although present,

Ì{ere considered insignificant in Kenya. The ice-capped Mt.

Kenya is perennial and the immediate perimeter is tundra-

like. For that reason the classes have been left in. Finer

classification of the two is not necessary for Kenya at

present.
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A.?¿" Dot interpretation convent ions

The methodology being documented uses a dot on a photo as

the basic unit for gathering the data. À dot ideally has no

area. It is infitismally small - although on the photo it-

self
ered

A COTTON FIELD

B - GRAZING LÀND

C - MAIZE FIELD

D - MÀrZE/BANANA

ir
a

is big enough to be seen. A typical dot size cov-

ground area of about 3x3m. The idea was that the

field on which the dot feIl was the use or cover type that

vras counted. Because field sizes in l'leru are smaI1, of var-

ied types and often of mixed cropping, 'edged', and ambigu-

ous dots s¡ere not expected to be uncommon. À few rules s¡ere

therefore set. Take a hypothetical slide photo with a few

fields and dots as shown in Figure 15:

A is a single crop field
dot 1 is clearly named 'cotton'.(pasture) with path running through
dot 2 is named 'pasture'.
dot 5 is named 'path'.
with path running through.
dot 4 is named 'path'
dot 3 is named 'maize'
a mixed fie1d.
dot 6 is on border of two fields, C and D.
dot 6 is named after field immediately to
the EAST i . e. 'maíze/banana' .
dot 7 has two fields to its immediate east
it is named after field to the north-east
i . e. ' sunffower' .
dot g falls on a banana bush in the ma íze/
banana field. The interpreter looks wider
than the dot and names it after the major
Iand use or cover devoted to the land so
it is named 'maíze/banana'.
dot 9 falls on maize in the ma íze/banana
so it is named 'maíze/banana'

F BULRUSH MILLEI/SORGHUM FIELD - where bulrush millet is
broadcast and sorghum appears in wide rows
on the same field.

- dot 1O falls on millet of the milLet/sorghum
fieId. It is named 'b.miIIet/sorghum'

- dot 1 1 falls on sorghum
It is named 'b.miL\et/sorghum'.
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lrt PATH

dot 12 falls on a lone tree in same field.
dot 1 3 falls on a small bare patch in same
fieId. Both are named 'b.miLIet/sorghum' after
Lhe larger field under which they faII.
bounded by hedges on either sides. Often
because of resolution the two hedges and
path merge and look Iike one continuous line.
If interpreter decides that the dot is right
in the middle then it is named 'path'. If
interpreter decides that centre of dot is
rather towards the edges then it is 'hedge'.

TRÀCK surfaced or graded. À long it is crown land
which is classified as road. In some cases
the boundary is clearly marked by a hedge
from a neighboring landowner. Point 15 is
covered by grass and therefore may be named
'grazing land', but its properly assigned use
type is 'road'. Dot 16 further to the west
on Lhe same road has same cover type as 1 5
and is very close to the road. There is no
hedge or demarcation to separate road from
neighboring property. This is common in Kenya.
To be consistent both throughout the country
15 and 16 are named after the cover type on
which they fa11 i.e. 'grazingland'.

H ROAD or

These rufes and conventions removed many ambiguities and

personal biases and therefore most probably increased clas-

sification accuracy.



Figure l-5. Model for the identification
falling at various positions

of land use and
(see text).

Iand cover cl-asses for dots

\\
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4.4 CAPABTLTTY OF MAPPTNG ALL CLASS TYPES

À classification of land use and land cover types antici-
pated to be usefuL in Kenya v¡as discussed and recommended as

Iisted in appendix 2 after Anderson et aI (1976). Urban or

built-up areas (class 1), form a very small fraction of Ken-

ya's land area but more important is that KREMU's mandate

concerns more on the lands outside urban areas. Thus the ur-

ban classification given by Anderson op. cit. was left in-
tact. Classes 2 through 7 were classified using the same

principles as Anderson op. cit. but using the important Ken-

yan features and terminologies. Cl-asses I and 9 are present

around the peak of mount Kenya but insignificant in overall

area as compared to the rest of the other land use and land

cover classes.

l'leru district represents aIl the above major classes, but

the vast areas are comprised of rangelands, agricultural
lands and forest }ands. Finer classification of agricultural
Iands to level iv, for example the identification of specif-

ic crop types, vras possible. Às indicated in section 4.2

and Table 1 above, over 20 crop types were identified.
Identification of rangeland types to leveI iii Ì{as strenuous

and time consuming but relatively straight forward if done

to leve1 ii. For forests and woodlands identification to

Ievel ii Ì{as easy and at times to Level iii, but was not

possible beyond l-evel iii.
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One major difficult was the transitional zones between

agricultural and rangelands. This vras the region where it
was difficult to classify a point either as agricultural- or

rangelands. Normally cultivation activities reduce gradual-

Iy into the rangeland areas where pastoralism predominates.

But cfassification of dots at leveIs ii was stil1 possible.

The approach taken was to tentatively assign each dot to ei-
ther agricultural, or rangelands. A method of differentiat-
ing agricultural lands from rangelands on the basis of pres-

ent use and cover types, suggested by Epp and Killmayer

(1982) was then applied. In this method lands are classified
as agricuLtural if land under cultivation is more than 10>".

This was mapped by contouring the 10e" Iine of cultivation.
Figure 16 shows the areas with lands less than 10e" under

cultivation but had the potential of being caIled agricul--

turaI, see figure 11 aIso. However, it should be realized

that agricultural-rangeland boundary can also be drawn using

agroclimatic potential criteria.

It vlas therefore demonstrated that it is possible to

classify most agricultural activities to leveI iv to varying

accuracies, while most others it vras more accurate and prop-

er to reach level- i i or at most level i i i "

Às discussed under section 4.1 above the confusions that

occur between certain classes, and thereby reducing inter-
pretation accuracies, can be reduced by well thought and

candid definitions as well as through experience and prac-
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tice. The most rewarding procedure presumably again, is

training and practice of the interpreters especially when it

comes to vegetation types in the rangelands whose defini-
tions and differentiation revolve around the subjective es-

timation of physiognomic composition, their percent canopy

covers, heights and natural-ness. It is therefore possible

with this method to map aIl the cl-ass types to different
IeveIs except probably built-up areas which normally need

total photographic coverage to be accurate.

When KREMU acquires a better photographic system combina-

tion to provide a higher photo resolution it should be ex-

pected that more classes may be identified in any one area

to a higher certainty. Higher resolution combinations may

proviCe a chance for even minor classes to be detected and

mapped when the national overview will be attempted in the

future.

4. 5 COMPARABLE BÀSTC GEOINFORMÀTION

The basic unit of all the information as described in the

methodology was percent cover of each class type per unit
grid ceII (5xSkm)" The other districts' surveys have also

used the 5x5km size of cells using the UTM grid array over

Kenya. The method thus has the potential of having data for

any class type from mo_re than one district in a region or

nationally eventually being juxtapositioned and analyzed as

described herein. This will show the relative importance of
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each class type regionally or nationally and their distribu-

tion in relation to other land uses and cover types. This

type of information is critical in regional and national

planning for the country's resources. Data will therefore be

analyzed to give statistics similar to tables 1 and 2 ot

mapped as in figures 5-9 or into any other desirable format.

It is therefore anticipated that this method should work

when similar data from other districts are collated and ana-

Iyzed. For best resul-ts however the other necessary condi-

tions are the unification of classification and terminolo-

gies and the establishment of a minimum acceptance

interpretation accuracy. A,lthough no formal classification
vras being used in the other districts, the interpretation

was being done to the finest level possible and therefore

classification and aggregation of the information will be

possible.

4.6 COST-EFFECTTVENESS

As detailed in sections 4.1.1 and 4.4, it v¡as possible to

identify over 40 specific land use and land cover types in

the district using the aerial photo sample methodology. This

was despite the fact that:
family holdings can be very small;

individual crop fields are very small in most areas;

crop type husbandry and agronomy vary within and

from one ecological region to another;

stages of growth of a crop type can vary in the
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same family holding, or from one land holding to

another in the same ecological region and immense

variation between ecological regions at time of survey;

and that

intercropping was common.

Figure 17 attempts to demonstrate the difficul-ties of get-

ting an accurate reflectance signature for any one class

type in such heterogeneous fields, if satellite imagery vrere

to be used. Signatures may become more and more specific,
however, âs one moves from 79x79m pixel resolution of MSS

through 10x10m resol-ution from SPOT images. But even at

1 0x1 0m resolution there stiIl will be intercropped fields,
differences in agronomic practices, and differences in

growth stages from field to field, and therefore may involve

more ground verification or training than would be necessary

for the dot method. For these reasons it was considered in-
appropriate to compare cost-effectiveness between satellite
imagery and the photo sampling at the detailed and specific
level described above for the intensive agricuftural areas

in Kenya.

Comparative cost-effectiveness of methodologies should

also preferably be done for the same country where commodity

and resource values and pricing are comparable. For example

the labour rates are different from one country to another

for the same job done and therefore should be handled care-

fuIly by economic experts in international comparative stud-

ies.
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comparative costs vrere calculated, Table 7

below, to show the cost-effectiveness of satellite imagery

where studies are required at very coarse and general lev-

eIs.

Considered herein was the calculation of final cost of

surveying a unit area . This varied with sampling intensity

and number and/or area of the sample units because flying

height and a photographic system r¡ere assumed constant. The

sampling fraction (s.f .) was therefore v.aried by (1) chang-

ing sample units' area (10x10km, 5x5km, and 2.5x2.5km units

and therefore flight transects at 10, 5, and 2.5km a part

respectively), and (2) by increasing number of photographs

per sample unit. The other factors considered vrere the run-

ning costs of the aircraft and photo production.

The average aircraft running costs for the year 1984/85,

including checks, maintainance, and gas was Ksh.4000.00 per

hour of flying. The average cruising speed of the aircrafL
was 240kph during surveys. This gives an average cost of

Ksh.16.67 per km.

Cost of a 135mm ektachrome 200 of 36 exposures film (in-

cluding processing) was Ksh.223.00 (i.e. Ksh.6.20 per pho-

to). And, the cost of photographic batteries was Ksh.48.00

per 1000 exposures (i.e. Ksh.0.48 per exposure). Therefore

cost of each photo was Ksh.6.68.
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These basic costs gave an indication of what it costs to
survey an area per km2 with different sampling strategies,

Tabl-e 7. This gave a cost of Ksh 3.60 (USSO.21) and Ksh 3.87

(US$0.23) p.r kmz aL one and two photographs respectively

per 5x5km grid celL (us5l . OO = KSh .17 .14, Àpril 1 985) .

During the same period the cost of MSS standard CCT for a

scene ('1B5x1B5km) was Ksh .12410.00 (USS730.00 ) and that of

TM was Ksh.74800.00 (uS$¿400.00 ) . This gave a final image

product cost of Ksh.0.40 (US$O .021) and Ksh .2.21 (US$O.1 3 )

per km2 for MSS and TM respectively for the LÀNDSÀT prod-

ucts. In effect LÀNDSÀT images are cheaper than aerial sur-

veys but cannot match the refinement and quality of the data

derived from the aerial survey.

TABLE B. COST OF PHOTO SÀMPLING AT VARIOUS SÀMPLING INTENSITIES AND NUMBER
OF SÀMPLES AT ÀN ÀIRCRÀFT OPERÀTION RATE OF KSH.16.57 PER KH

1 OXl OKM CELL

@,
cosr

-:78- -E:1- --iltT-
1 .55 1 3.4 1 .80
2.34 20 .1 1 .87
3.12 26.8 1.94

5X5KM CELL 2.5X2.5KH CELL

NO. OF
PHOTOS

-T--
2
3
4

t s. F. PHoro cosr,/KM
cosr

-3iT- -8.7T -:.3õ- -17:l-
6.24 13.40 3.87 25.0
9.36 20.10 4.14 37.4

12.48 26.80 4.41 49.9

cosr
----6:T
1 3.4
20 .1
26.8

-T7t-
8.82
9.89

10.96

s.F. - SÀMPLING FRACTION (EXPRESSED rU PERCCXT¡GES)
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4.7

4.7

TIMELINESS

.1 Process Stages Time Efficiencv

This study included the following major time consuming

stages of act ivit ies:

1. study objectives formulation

2. Iiterature review

3. survey planning and preparations

4. actual photography

5. film processing

6. field training and accuracy tests

7. actual district-wide photo interpretation
8. data organization and summary

9. computer time for preliminary statistics and maps and

10. report writing and production.

Some of these stages were carried out as on-going processes

amongst other degree courses being taken at the same time"

That is, no one continuous block of period vras devoted to

them with the exception of stages 4-7. This woul-d be atypi-

ca1 of the methodology when it is well established in an in-

stitution where the process would as well start from stage 3

and would be assigned to a particular person or team of per-

sons. Consequently, there v¡as no strict track of hours spent

at each stage. It lras however possible to estimate the time

taken by each of stages 3-9 thus:

stage 3. Maximum of two-man days.

stage 4. This depended on area to be surveyed and weather.
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A typical day's flight plan would be about two

hours of actual photography. This meant that 96

5x5km units could be surveyed in a day. More could

be covered weather permitting. This means that

an area of 2400km2 could be covered per day.

The 263 units surveyed in Meru should therefore

have taken 3 days but it actually took 6 days

because the survey period included some other

activities, as well as bad weather. For

convenience, therefore, 3 days were taken as the

estimated time which was needed to survey the

study area.

stage 5. Film processing took up to 3 days in Nairobi.

stage 6. Field training and accuracy testing normally took

one day to visit two (and rearly three) photo points

when the interpreters vrere working as a team. I t
required 18 days to visit the 37 photo points which

v¡ere used for training, and consistency and accuracy

tests. This time could be halved to 9 days by

f orming tv¡o teams.

stage 7. ActuaI district-wide photo interpretation would depend

on the number of photos taken per 5x5km unit. It
normally took one day to interpret 20-30 photographs

for the 3 interpreters working as a team. Àpproximately

20 days were spent on the district-wide photo analysis.

This could also be halved to 10 days by forming two teams.
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stage 8. Data organization and summarizing, ready for
computer entry, took the longest because it was done

intermittently in Kenya and in Winnipeg. With the

experience gained and assuming that the process

became near mechanical, approximately 5-10

photos per man-day could be interpreted to the

point of computer entry. This stage v¡as performed

by the author. It would have taken 15 days for

the 3 interpreters in the team. Àgain assuming

that this is a job to be carried out by a team

in an institution, then stage I could be run

concurrently with stage 7. The output of stage 7

could then immediately be passed on to personnel

in staqe I and therefore no time would be lost.

stage 9. Entry of data into the computer and computer time

to produce preliminary statistics and maps vras

not strictly followed. Às in stage I this was

approximated, from experience, to have taken

no more than two weeks. This stage could also be

halved were a mu1t,i-team approach taken.

In summary then, it $¡as approximated that the process

from stage 3 to 9 should have taken 75 days, since the field
personnel- in stages 6 to I was one team. But in an institu-
tion like KREMU where team work could be organized, and

where procedures presented herein could be exercised to have
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a data quality control mechanism, then a two team system

could be organized so that time for stages 6,7, and 9 could

be halved. Further, as discussed above, stage I could be

carried out concurrently with 6 and 7. This multi-team sys-

tem would have then required 34 days to complete stages 3 to

9. It should also be noted that, often there was dead or

'lost' time between office and field activities and weekend

days. In view of all these factors, preliminary results for

a territory approximately the size of Meru District, from an

institution like KREMU, are possible within 60 days - moving

from stage 3 to 9.

The consultancy firm which did a similar experimental

project in Nigeria (sauchi 1984) reports to have been able

to give a preliminary report based on 2600 photographs with-

in two weeks of the completion of the survey - i.e. stages

5-9. But it is apparent that they did not have stage 6 in

their process. It is, however, âD indication that results

within a month are feasible.

If one is lucky to get a cloud free satellite imagery for

current land use and cover types, ordering and receipt of

that imagery a lone in Kenya would take up to 30 days. The

other stages of Lhe image analysis and field checking would

depend on the homogeneity of the study area. This vras fur-

ther indicative of the effectiveness of the aerial sample

photography method in acquiring quick results when an urgent

appraisal of a resource is required.
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4.7 .2 Bioloqical window constraints

Kenyan climatic regions have either a unimodal or bimodal

rainfall regimes. The first, commonly refered to as the

'long rains', occur between February and June. This is the

main seasonal growing period in Kenya. Most crops would be

flowering and mature between may and early August, and this
would the best period for surveys. Those regions with a bi-
modal regime would have their second crop flowering or ma-

ture between late November and February and this would be

another best survey period for those regions. During these

two growing periods it would be possible to capture the wid-

est range of land uses found in the agricultural regions.

The high potential areas comprises of 20v" of. Kenya and

this translates to approximately 129,500km2. This is equiva-

lent to 5180 5x5km sample units. As discussed above, âû av-

erage day's survey covers 96 5x5km sample units. The whole

of the high potential area could therefore be covered in ap-

proximately 54 days, using one p1ane. But other logistical

constraints do not work with such simple arithmetic. The

possible use of two planes can half the needed survey time

but it will also mean thining out ground personnel and vehi-

cles moving to different regions for ground checks and accu-

racy measurements. But given enough ground support systems

and two aircrafts, the whole of the high poLential areas can

be covered within those two biological windows with most di-
versified land uses, in a space of approximately two months

to give preliminary results.
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CONCLUSIONS ÀND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 SUMMÀRY

Àt this point it is appropriate to recapitulate the low

altitude systematic photographic sampling method examined in

this practicum together v¡ith the objectives which vrere set

out, and put them in their rightful perspective under which

they vrere examined.

This project vras an evaluation of the low leve1 systemat-

ic aerial photographic method specifically in terms of the

quality of its results, speed of acquisition of the data,

and its cost-effectiveness. It shouLd now be re-emphasized

that the evaluation v¡as done under much wider underlying

contexts and conditions, which one should not loose sight

of . These !"ere mainly the national objectives, the local

environmental conditions, factors determining choice and de-

tails of survey approach, and finally state of the science.

1. This method was examined for Kenya a developing

country. The national interests were that, oD a long term

basis, the method should be capable of being used for inven-

torying and monitoring of resources. And on an ad hoc and

short term basis it should have the capability for rapid as-
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sessment of resources in times of disasters.

be relatively inexpensive.
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It should also

On the long term basis too, the information so acquired

should be focused and be adequate for regionaL and national

resource development planning, geared towards the provision

of basic human needs. It should thus provide status quo in-

formation and trends in terms of statistics and areal dis-

tributions of the resources.

2. The methodology v¡as examined under Kenyan conditions

context a land containing a wide spectrum of conditions in

terms of terrain, cLimate, vegetation, soils and geologic

formations, demographic and cultural characteristics, all of

which result in a wide variation in land use and land cover

patLerns. In particular, the detailed application of the

methodology was examined for the agriculturally high poten-

Lia1 regions (and their marginal areas) which comprise 20eo

of Kenya but contains over 80e" of her present 19.8 million
people most of whom are rural. These are the regions with

greatest demand and pressure on land based resources; with

one of the highest population growth rates in the world; ex-

periencing rapid land use and land cover changes; and have

their ovrn pressures and demands .diffusing outwards into the

marginal lands. Meru District, the study area, $¡as taken as

representative of these conditions.
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3. A discussion of the broad approaches available for

large scale land use and land cover surveying listed six as

commonly used in the world:- historical information; ground

surveys; questionnaire sampling; Iow altitude aerial sur-

veys; high altitude aerial surveys; and space satellite re-

mote sensing.

But the choice of which to use for any particular project

is normally determined by any or a combination of six fac-

tors:- costs, technology available, nature of. study area,

time available, objectives, and manpower. Most of these fac-

tors played a role to various degrees when the Kenya Minis-

try of National Planning and Development chose to try the

Low altitude systematic aerial photographic sampling method.

The onerous responsibility was then for the surveys scien-

tist to demonstrate that (1) the detailed sampling strat-
egies used were scientif ic i Q) photo interpretation accura-

cy and consistency vras to an acceptable levelt (3) field
verification of the accuracy and consistency vras scientific;
and f inalty ( 4 ) that mapping of the results r,¡as possible to

acceptable leveIs of accuracy to serve the primary national

objectives.

4. Looking at the subject with a gIobal perspective , the

literature survey gave an impression that the subject of

land use and land cover is relat.ively young and that few na-

tions have carried out comprehensive land use and land cover

surveys covering the whole country. Britain vras the first in



the 1930s through the initiatives of an

as government programme.
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individual but not

Because of diverse national interests; survey objectives;

peculiar characteristics of landsi resources and peoples;

stages of development; and others, no common survey approach

seemed applicable globaIIy. Consequently, few precedents

and standards have been set from which an evaluation of any

particular survey could be measured and compared. For exam-

ple there still does not exist a single common land use and

land cover classification system. Ànd, when surveys are done

in very great details, as it has been attempted in Britain,

even the definition of the term land use begins to become an

illusive concept. This is further complicated by the ever

changing technology for the acquisition and manipulation of

the data.

5.2 CONCLUSIONS

1. l'lore cl-ass types can be accurately identif ied, quanti-

fied and mapped than can be accomplished by Landsat imagery.

2. Àccuracy of inventory data for the extensive class types

were relatively higher and could further be improved by im-

plementing recommended photo interpretation procedures.

3. It is possible to use the method for monitoring class

type changes in area and spatial extent especially for the

extensive classes which gave 1ow standard errors; and also
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for Iocalized intensive classes, such as tea, if st,ratifica-

tion is done.

Reliable statistical and distribution information was ob-

tained for Meru and could further be improved for regional

and national resource planning.

4. The most

tent in Meru di

were:

CIass

eush/shrubland
Pa sture
Maize
Fore st
Cof fee
Ploughed
Fa I Iow
Ba re
Wheat
Bananas
Bulrush Millet
Cotton

important cover types in order of areal ex-

strict, with their interpretation accuracies

9" Cover

38.11
20 .14

9. s6
8.09
3 .41
2.93
) ¿"q
1 qa"

1.s3
1 .22
1 .20
1 .00

I nterpretat ion
Accuracy (e.)

80
77
80
91
86
73
47
72
85
61
27
53

These interpretation accuracies are comparable to what has

been achieved before using digital image analysis el-sewhere.

It was found that the accuracy improves to high levels when

the finer classes are taxonomically aggregated. The other

encouraging fact was that the the most important classes in

area (accounting for about 92eo ot the land area) as listed

above vrere interpreted with a fairly high accuracy. The

classes most confused with each other and reasons for that

hrere detected precisely in the field and by the use of con-

fusion tables. One of the major causes of lowered accuracy
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vras tound to be lack of precise definition of terms" Image

resolution may also have a contribution to lowered interpre-

tation accuracy. It was therefore concluded that it is pos-

sible to increase interpretation accuracy greatly if the

causes of confusion are eliminated or significantly reduced.

5. Statistical accuracy in the hectarage estimation needs

more verifications by comparing the estimates with accurate

independent sources of statistics.

6. Mapping of class distribution and intensities by con-

touring, using MÀP, vras possible and fast. It gave a realis-

tic picture of the distributions of each class in the dis-
trict and in relation to each other.

7. A procedural approach to interpretation of photography

for every district vras detailed and standardized to remove

personal bias and eliminate the possibility of a project

stalling due to personnel turnovers in institutions. It was

concluded that these procedures would saveguard interpreta-

tion accuracy and comparability of data from district to

district and through time. These procedures included:

stages of actual interpretation;
classifications and definitions; and

dot interpretation conventions.

Some classes need further discussions and research pertain-

ing to definition and separation from other classes.



8. Over forty specific classes

district-wide photo interpretation
tremely rare and vrere theref ore

tives or placed under 'others'.

9. Data has been collected

cover) p"r 5x5km grid cells in

it possible for all data to be

try.

using one basic unit (percent

all districts. This will make

compared throughout the coun-

were identi

, although

combined wi
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fied during the

some were ex-

th close rela-

10. The survey was done at a sampling intensity of be-

tween 3.12 and 6.24vo and it cost between Ksh.3.60 (uS$O.Zl)

and Ksh.3.87 (US$O.23) per km2. It would have cost about

Ksh.2.23 (uS$O.lg) using TM or Ksh.0.36 (us$0.021\ using MSS

imageries per km2. It however is futile to compare and even

doubtful that TM would have provided adeguate details as

compared to the sample photography. The method is therefore

cost-effective and worth improving on.

11. It is feasible to report on preliminary results on a

survey area of about 7000km2 within 30 days of photography

with a team work approach which includes data quality con-

trol mechanisms. Therefore timeliness is an added advantage

of this methodology.
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5.3 RECOMMENDATIONS

From the above conclusions,

are made:

the following recommendat ions

1. Interpretation procedures recommended herein be discussed

further by KREMU staff for ratification and followed for

every survey.

2. Particular efforts be placed in discussing in detail the

classification and definitions used and thereby lessen class

confusions detected. This should take the form of practical

field workshop for the concerned KREMU staff -- so that a

procedural and classification methodology conducted above

can be ratified to give data quality control mechanisms.

3. Accuracy and consistency tests should be included as part

and parcel of all future land use and land cover surveys to

indicate and safeguard data quality output, using the proce-

dures developed for Meru District.

4. À synthesis of the districts' data already collected be

started so that any unforeseen problems can be identified

and rectified promptly and in time.

5. An effort be made by KREMU to rigorously compare cost-ef-
fectiveness of different sampling intensities of the method;

methodologies; and combinations of methodologies so as to

minimize survey costs.



6. Àn effort be made by KREMU to complete

system combination for the surveys to be

This should also raise the quality of data.

100

the photographic

made standard.
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APPENDIX C. TABLE SHOI{INC THE CONFUSION MÀTRTX FOR LÀND USS ÂND LAND COVER INTERPRETÀTION FOR INTERPRETTR ], HERU DISTRICT I985
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STÀTI STICS
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Àppendix E

LÀND USE LAND COVER CLASSTFICATION USED IN MERU
DISTRICT 1 985

(adopted after Anderson et al 1976)

LEVEL Ï LEVEL I I LEVEL III LEVEL IV

1 ïJrban/Built-up 11 Residential
Lands 12 Commercial &

Services
1 3 Industrial
14 Transportation

Commun i cat i on s
& Utilities

1 5 I ndustr iaI &

Commerc iaI
Complexes

1 6 Mixed Urban or
Built-up Land

17 Other Urban
types

1 Agricultural 11 Cropland 111 Perennials Coffee
Lands 212 Ànnuals Maize etc

213 Horticulture Citrus
214 Ploughed ploughed
215 Fallow fallow
216 Nurseries tea

22 GrazingLand 221 Feedlots hogs
222 Improved themeda
223 Unimproved bushed

23 Other Àgric. 231 Structures buildings
Lands 232 Transport & roads,paths

Commun icat ion telephones
233 Woodlots wattle
234 Bare

3 Rangelands 31 Grasslands 31 1 Bushed themeda
(use appendix G) 32 Bushland 321 Grassy combretum

33 Shrubland 331 Wooded acacia
34 Scrubland 341 Bushed sanchveria
35 Others 351 Desert

4 Forest/Wood1and 41 Indigenous 411 Protective Meru Oak
412 Productive

42 Plantation 421 Protective
422 Productive

43 Mixed Forest 431

(use appendix G)
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5 Waterbodies 51 Watercourses 51 1 Rivers
512 Streams
51 3 Canals irrigation

52 Lakes
53 Reservoirs 531 Natural oxbows

532 Àrtificial fishbonds
54 Bays and 541

Estuaries
55 Seas (ocean)

6 Wetlands 61 Permanent 61 1 Forested mangrove
612 Swamps pyparus

62 Temporary 621 Bogs
622 Marshlands

63 Others
7 Bad Lands 71 Dry salt pans

(Barren) 12 Beaches
73 Sandy areas

(other than 72)
74 Bare Rocks
75 Strip mines,

Quarries, pits
76 Gutlys (erosion)

I Tundra 81 Shrub & Scrub
B2 l{erbaceous
83 Bare Ground
84 Wet
B5 Mixed Tundra

9 Perennial Ice
or Snow 92 Glaciers



Appendix F

WORDS COMMONLY USED IN KREMU REPORTS WHICH ARE
SOMETIMES CONFUSING OR NOT EXPLICIT

Fallow age?

Woodlot síze, shape, natural, planted?

Grazing land improved , unimproved

Bushed grazing

Pa sture

Bare

Bar ren

Ploughed

Roads, Tracks, Paths

BuildiDgs, houses, structures
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Àppendix G

KREMU.S HÀBITÀT CLÀSSES

CHÀRÀCTER I STI CS SYMBOL

Wood i a nd
Pa im
Bush
Shrub
Dwarf-Shrub
Thicket
Grassy
F I ooded

Bu sh I and
Thicket
Dwarf-Shrub
Grassy
F I ooded

Sh r ubia nd
tiooded
Bu sh
Dr¡arf-Shrub
Thicket
Grassy
F ì ooded

Dwarf-Shrubland
Wooded
Bush
Shrub
Grassy

Grassland
I solated Trees
Wooded
Bush
Shrub
Dwarf-Shrub
Fl.ooded

1?93!iÌ3-191::: (rrees >rom tall

Record symbols for
in listed f irst e.9

I NSELBERG ( roc ky h i

canopy cover >20ea)

Little el.se but woodiand-forest apparent fron the a:r. wLPalm trees and often some acacia òr ot¡,er trees. pÀTrees & shrubs 6-10m taLl a:so conspicuous e.g. Tana Delta BWShrub & trees l-6m talì of second Íñportance. SwShrubs such as Indigofera predominatè us ground flora. Dwwoodland with >809. canopy cover. TwHerbaceous cover >209o e_g. Combretum - Grass. GI^¿e.g. Mangrove sHamps >10m ta]j. FW

:::::T: 
(mostty shrubs & rrees 6-t0m ratr, canopy >20q")

Li ttle eLse but shrubs & trees I -6rn talL
Bushland with >80e. canopy cover
e.g. Àcac5.a with dwarf-shrub understory.
Herbs form >20g" cover.
e .9 . mangrove swamp 6- 1 0m ta i j .

Little else but shrubs <l .0m ta.1.
Trees >10m tall forms 10-40s. of canopy cover.Trees & shrubs 6-10m talÌ forms 10-4õi¿ of canopy
t^ioody vegerar j.on '! -6rn tall f orms t 0-40e" ot c-nðiyHerbaceous cover >20e".

SHRUBLÀND (mostLy shrubs and trees .l-6m taIJ., canopy >20ø.)

Lr.ttie erse but trees and shrubs 1-6m tâlì.
Woody vegetat ion >10m tall f orms 10-40"-" of canopy cover.Woody vegetation 6-1 0m taIl. forms 1 0-40c" of ..nãpy-.o,r"r.Dwarf shrub <1.0m tal-1 form main ground cover. "
Shrubiand with >80g" canopy cover.
e.9. SaJ.vadora with Sporoboius; herbaceous cover >20>".
e.g. mangrove sr¡amps i-6m taÌ1.

DI^IÀRF-SHRUBLÀND (mostly woody cover <lm tal. l, canopy >20ø")

BL
TB
DB
GB
FB

SL
ws
BS
DS
ñc
('5
FS

cover.
cove r

DF
WF
BF
SF
GF

::l::lT? 
(woody cover <20e", herbaceous cover >20c,)

LittLe else but herbaceous vegetation.
Ànimals <5m of isolated tree ón grassland- Trees >200r,r aparts-cattered/grouped rrees (<20g. coJeii with trees <20óÃ".p"rt
Wooded vegetation 6-10m tali forms <20e. canopy .";;;.wooded vegetation 1-6m tall forms <20r. canopy'.o".r,Semi-desert areas with basement soils; e.g.- Loita plains
Herbaceous cover <Zm taLI.

:3YYII_SWÀMP 
(wer tor¡land wirh herbaceous layer >2m ralL)

Often with conspicuous shrubs. Excludes mangrove srramps.

DESERT (<20s. vegetative cover)

e.g, annual grassLands with <2-20e" cover in N. Kenya.
Shrubs <1.0m tall predominate, 2-20e" cover.
Shrubs 1-6m taLl predomi.nate, 2-20e" cover.
Shrubs & trees 6-10m taLr predominate; 2-20y" cover.
<2e" vegetative cover.

RIVERINE (habitat Hithin 50m of stream channel).

GL
IT
WG

BG
JU
DG
FG

GD
DD
SD
BD
BÀ

Grassy
Dvarf-Shrub
Sh rub
Bu sh
Barren

Wooded
Bus h
Shrub
Dgarf-Shrub
Grassy

e.g. Àcacia xanthophloea >10m taIl.
woody vegetation 6-1 Orn talI predomi.nates.
woody vegetation 1-6m talJ- predominates.
Shrubs <1.0m ta11 predominate
Herbaceous vegetat ion predorninates.

POND-LÀKE (includes water & upland within SOm of

ECOTONE (area within 50m of 2 habitat Eypes)

2 ha_bi tat types wi th type most animajs are
GL/SL.

Ll on plain) IN

WR

BR
SR
DR
GR

water edge), pO

CULTIVÀTED LANDS

_ t¡q-

CL




